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less stream, toward one secret and cho- and his throat parched with fever,•
He uninterrupted from day to day, and Lili
Sea-Serpent.—We have had so many
sen reservoir, sshut
1 ■ up from all
” the
•’
•* to ’leave his
.. chamber
.
world ' was unable
through an’s gentle sympathy gradually won his
authentic accounts (his season of this sea
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
beside—then we
are sure that the fin-[
fin the day, and his friend was with him confidence, till he had entrusted to her
.’o gre
animal whose annual appearance in our
JAMES K. REMICH. •
ger of God will move onward to that last, constantly, Still no allusion to connubi- every trial, disappointment, and error of
waters has created no little wonder, that
Office on the Main-street—opposite the Meeting-House. most awful page, and write their names L'd discomforts—no mention of his wife
his life. He explained to her his whole there cannot longer remain any doubt, we
terms of the gazette and palladium.
beneath the motto blotted by the tears of but in terms
the- most unqualified ten- mental coaiormation—his sensitivenes, irri
------- of
-----think, of the existence of a monster in the
Twodbtlars per annum, if paid within the year.—
scribe :—hopeless through ' derness.
4 What can it mean—is he tability, natural despondency and gloom.
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which the angel scribe:
deep, in regard to whose shape, whose hab
ALL
MORTAL
LIFE
!
|
happy
.?
’
thought
Harrison,
after
ruminaremain unpaid at the expiration of the year. No
She listened, sympathized, soothed and its and modes of life, we are entirely igno
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub
The last class of celibates that we shall ■ tihg for a half hour upon the strange corrected. 4 Oh" if she could only be al
rant. That he makes an annual visit to
lisher, until al] arrearages are paid.
notice, are the cold, heartless, selfish be- mystery •4 I will ask him.’
ways with me, to regulate and compose my this coast at a certain period of the year,
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount ings, who shut up their sympathies and
The inquiry called forth a most elo heart and mind, what a paradise earth and that this happens at a time when fish
charged for its insertion.
affections entirely in their own breasts, quent eulogium upon matrimonial felicity, would be to me !’ he would often ex
are most abundant, seems to connect his
and hate womankind, not
from any which in five minutes lulled the poor claim, when left to his own fond dreams. migration with his manner of living and
MISC ELL A N.E OUS.
wrong they have received from them, but bachelor to a heavy and stupifyingsleep. This wish was granted in after years—
tastes.—May not the singular fact of the
[From the Universalis! and Ladies’ Repository'.] from a natural inherent misanthrophy. Day followed day, and he became deliri granted to a fullness that he'had never scarcity of mackerel this year and for some
These
are,
perhaps,
the
most
incorrigi

ous and incoherent. Mrs. Seward watched dared even desire. He won Lilian’s heart years past in their usual haunts, and their
THE MINISTRIES OF LOVE.
ble, the least dangerous, and certainly the over him with untiring vigilance, and gath — he was worthy of it in his better nagreat and unusual collection
in
the
WRITTEN FOR OLD BACHELORS.'
most disagreeable of their race.
They ered from his ceaseless ravings a histo ture—and when in sport his friend Se- harbors of Nova Scotia, be caused by the
‘ Feel’st thou not my joy, no quiet happiness, are, in reality, but half men ; their hearts
ry of all his secret screws and his peculiar ward now occasionally retorts upon him terror inspired by this animal among those
No sooj/hiniT sense of satisfaction in
Occasionally when his own question, 4 Are you happy ?’ <he on which he feeds ?
Lowi»? and Heine- loved ? Is there no weight j are sealed to social affections, and their mental constitution.
Removed from the heart in knowing there is j intellects are of the dromedary kind-slow worn out with long watching, her place at falls into a rhapsody so very 'extravagant,
We find that (his' serpent, if indeed it be
one
of motion, heavy, stupid, morose.
We the bedside was supplied by a younger that, though Mr. Seward does not tall
a serpent, or a similar one was not unknown
To share all, to bear all, with thee ? To soothe have some pity, but no hopes for them ;
nurse—one more beautiful in countenance, asleep, he is provoked to declare that old to the aborigines of these shores ; and the
grief,
they were old bachelors in their cradles, and murmuring her gentle inquiries in a bachelors make the most fanatical lovers coincidence is sufficiently striking to lead us
Yea, to soften away its human pain
aud will be on their death beds.
still sweeter voice.
By a superior love, the cup to temper
the world is forced to be ashamed of.
to suppose ihat the present is a very old set
With words of consolation and sweet hope,
Some would, perhaps, add a fourth
In the first consciousness that came to
The ministries of love have entirely re tler or a descendant of a former visiter to
That even- its very bitterness shall seem class, comprising those whose affections the sufferer after the dangerous crisis of his
versed the nature of Harrison Wilbur, and our coast.—-John Jocelyn who came to this
sweet—
were bestowed in early life, but thrown fever was past, his eye rested on the mild from one of thb saddest, most solitary and country from England in 1638, soon after
Forgotten in the love that offers it ?’
4 O that I had one friend, just one friend back to them blighted, withered and dead sympathetic countenance of his friend’s despondent of God’s creatures, he has be our coast was occupied by a few fishermen
He would have uttered thanks. come one of the gladdest and happiest and traders in furs, relatesthat at a meeting
in this wide world to sympathise with —susceptible of no renovation, no return wife.
of life or brightness.
It is wrong to in She placed her hand gently upon his lips, and most social of human beings. He nev of a number of gentlemen which took place
and console me!’ exclaimed Harrison
clude such as these in a class subject to and held them silent.
Gratitude stole out er exclaims now, ' Oh that I had one friend at his brother’s house in Black Point, in
Wilbur, clasping bis hands upon his
such keen reproach. They are not bach ofbis eyes though, and her tears fell up —just one friend in this wide world I’ June 1639, who assembled to welcome him,
brow, and burying his face on the ta
elors ; they were wedded long ago in heart, on his pillow. From this moment he could for friends now are innumerable abroad, the conversation turned upon the marvels
ble, at which he had been sitting nearly
and the tie is as sacred in its spiritual not endure her absence an hour from his and inestimable at home.
Even the verv of this country. He says that 44 Amongst
half an hour, with his pen poised an inch
strength, as though consummated by law side.
Yet often she remarked him ea bitterness of life seems sweet, 4 forgotten in a variety of discourses, they told me of a
or two above his sheet of ‘ Amies’ best,’
in the sight of a thousand witnesses.
gerly watching the door when light foot the love that offers it !’
K.
sea-serpent or snake that lay coiled up
and his mind wandering over the dark
But to neither' of these divisions did steps stole along the passage way to anoth
like a cable upon a rock at Cape Ann ; a
and desolate past, seeking in vain for
Harrison Wilbur properly belong. It was er apartment, as though expecting or ho
some sun-bright spot, where it might linYoung men make a very wrong estimate boat passing by, with English aboard and
ignorance that kept him a bachelor —igno ping the entrance ofsome one who had
ger till its icy chills were soothed and
of public opinion when they think to be two Indians, they would have shot the ser
rance of the true nature of woman.
He not visited him in his convalescence.
forgotten. 4 I never had a friend !’ he
thought well of and respected, for a dandi pent, but the Indians dissuaded them, say
had been alone as it were in a bustling At such times she would smile with so
fied exterior.
Dandy dress and dandy ing, that if be were not killed out right they
continued ; ‘ yes,—yes, one I had, but
world —without parents and almost with- much significance, that he would fix his
manners are things more envied by the sim would all be in danger of their lives.”
he is lost forever ;—not
dead—no, i out kindred ; his home a public boarding
eyes upon her face with a wistfulness al ple, than desired or respected by the in
The scene where this exhibition is repre
worse,—worse, because more excusable ;(
he is married, married, silly fool ! I could ' house, and his business in banks and most irresistible, and inquire if she had telligent and worthy of either sex. The lad sented to have taken place corresponds so
counting rooms, The only female soci- been the only one who had watched him
who has arrived at the age of self-impor nearly with that of the usual appearance of
pardon him any thing but that—giving ety that he knew,
was such as he met through all his illness.
tance may be assured, that the little fop the modern animal, that the tradition
up his whole affections to a little pale- ill, halls Luu
and public auiuuua
saloons, ; ciuu
and wijcii
what
4 No,’ she would reply, 4 Henry has been pish trinkets which he regards as confefring strengthens the current stories, in regard to
faced girl that I am sure can never ap could he learn there of the deep heart ?
with you constantly as his business would upon his person consequence, and com him : while itself derives some evidence
preciate their worth more than yon puny
Among his business acquaintances he allow, and when 1 have been fatigued, I
manding respect—are in fact but the sym from them.— Portland Courier.
star can appreciate the sun from which had found one true and earnest friend —
have yielded my place to Margaret and Lil bols of his folly in the eyes of those for
it borrows all the beauty it can boast. one who understood and appreciated him. ian.’
Harvesting Corh.—Yhe season for har
whom he assumes them. A neat attire which
Contemptible infatuation ! Women were But Henry Seward married, removed to
4 Margaret and Lilian ' who are they ?’ will not attract attention—an unassum vesting corn has nearly arrived, and the
made for . snares and curses from Eve the country, and their intercourse almost inquired he with much interest.
New England Farmer recommends that
ing deportment that is not ambitious of
downward—thank heaven, there is one entirely ceased.
This was one of the
4 The maids,’ replied
Mrs. Seward^ preferment, nor so bashful as to require a the farmers should be exceedingly carewho can elude their wiles !’.
lui in their management of the crop. The
severest losses Harrison had ever met. Carelessly.
tedious urging when he knows himself com
Harrison Wilbur was an old bachelor, He had no one now to sympathise with
Harrison now remembered having seen petent and secretly desires to comply — cor first recommendation is to top the stalks
as every one will at once understand his wounded sensibilities—no one to con Meggy, as they called her, several times
after the ear has become perfectly formed
rect and easy speech, frought with good
from his vehement soliloquy.
It was sole— no one to encourage him.
His; in his apartment —that she was very fat, sense, ideas, sentinient, wit—these are the and slightly glazed. There is great dan
not misanthrophy which made him such acute sensitiveness preyed upon his health, { and what is somewhat rare in such cager of performing this operation too early,
qualities which will command the respect
—it was not acerbity of temper or sel and finding himself basely betrayed by sea, vbry cross.
Lilian, he presumed, of others and what is of equal importance, and if done too early the crop will be
fishness of disposition ; but he did not one in
greatly diminished. The second and third
whom he had trusted, he gave must be her counterpart. After this dia
understand woman—he was unacquaint himself up to the excess of his emotions. logue, Mrs. Seward remarked that he ex self-respect.
method is stated in the Farmer as follows :
ed with her excellent nature, and the It was at this period that he ottered the so hibited no interest in the light footstep,
Portland Adv.
It
is
a
great
and
prevalent
error,
that
devotedness of her love. He had seen liloquy recorded in the commencement though it was as frequent and Camillaec
The
second
method
is
to leave the crop
children may be left to run wild in every
her gay and thoughtless in crowds, and of onr sketch.
like as before.
untouched
until
it
is
perfectly
ripened, and
sort
of
street
temptation
for
several
years,
he judged that she must be so in every
It was a beautiful evening in June, when
A servant interrupted him by pre
then to cut it up at bottom and carry it
sphere.
He bad never known her in senting a letter brought in the evening Harrison’S strength was sufficiently re and then it will be time enough to break
all into the barn and husk it. Some gath
domestic life ;—his mother died in his mail. It was from his old friend Seward, cruited to allow him to occupy his arm them in. This horrid mistake makes half
er it in the field and then cut the fodder.
our
spendthrifts,
gamblers,
thieves
and
infancy, and a sister’s love had never containing an urgent request that he would chair through most of the day, that Mrs.
drunkards. No man would deal so with his In either case, the corn by being thus
blessed him.
visit him on his little farm, and remain Seward entered his room, arrayed in her
garden or lot ; no man would raise a colt left, is always exposed to suffer from frost
There are several species of old till his health should be quite recruited. walking attire, and leading by the hand a or puppy on such a principle.
Take no before it is perfectly ripened ; and the fod
bachelors in our eccentric world. A few So very warm and earnest was the ap lovely young girl, so like herself in form,
tice, parents unless you till the new soil and der it is believed, loses much of its succu
are such from principle.
They wed peal, and so soothing were the words of features and expression, that Harrison in throw in good seed the devil will have a lence and nutriment.
thernselves to some high enterprise friendly sympathy by which it was ac stantly recognized her as a sister.
The third process is, after the ear is glaz
crop of poisonous weeds before you know
4 This is the maid Ldian,’ said Mrs. Se
which demands every thought and en companied, that Harrison could not find
what is taking place. Look at your dear ed and the corn has passed beyond boiling
4 I have brought
ergy of their lives. They are surround it in his heart to resist ; before he closed ward, mischievously.
child, and think whether you will leave his or roasting state, to cut it up at bottom and
ed by dangers which would render all his eyes in sleep that night, his resolve was her to watch over you during my short ne safety or ruin at hazard.
let it dry in the shock.
In this way it is
social ties so many rugged corns cutting fixed to depart as early as possible the cessary absence. Will you permit her at
early taken out of the way of the frost ; the
tendance ?’
down to the very nerves of their hearts. following day.
Population of Mexico.—In a recent sta corn if properly managed ripens perfectly
Henry Seward’s residence was a most
The 4 rose-color’ stole softly and rested
Of this class was Paul the Apostle, so
tistical work on Mexico, we find the follow- and weighs more by the bushel than if
The cottage—he in the hollow of Harrison’s pale cheek,
often quoted with triumph by heartless enchanting little spot.
ing amount of population assigned to differ- perfectly dried, as by the second method
celibates, whose aims in life have no lived in a cottage of course—was seated and he looked very interesting as he re- ent departments :—
described, and the corn fodder is dried
more affinity with the motives that ac in a beautiful glen, near a little brook with plied : 4 If her attendance proves as sooth
with all its juices retained in it, and has
Texas,
27,800
tuated the great apostle of the Chris a musical cascade, among the wildest of ing as in days past, when her voice
a richness and freshness which render it
Californias,
33,439
tian Church, than have the purposes of a New-England scenery; the softly wild, brought into my dreams those sweet vis
particularly palatable to cattle and as nu
Coahuila,
75,340
worm, who spins his thread about him we mean, where no dark granite moun ions of heaven that never entered there
tritious for beef or milk stock as any dry
Tamaulipas,
100,068
and dies in his selfish solitude, with the tains throw an expression of sternness and before, I shall indeed be very grateful, for
feed which can be given to them. "This
Chihuahua,
147,000
holy sacrifices of a warrior, going forth solemnity over the graceful loveliness of it will make me not only happier, but bet
operation
should be executed with care.
Vera Cruz,
’ 254,380
in his glittering armor to subdue the river and tree and verdant glen. It was ter far, —far better.’
Let a hill occasionally be left standing
Mexico,
1,389,520
This was the first 4 pretty thing’ Wil
power of the oppressor, and to plant of a soft cream color, with white pillars,
for a support of the shock against the
Jalisco,
679,111
the standard of liberty upon the strong lattices and other tasteful ornaments ; the bur had ever uttered to a lady, and it was
wind.
Bring as many armfuls of the
Puebla,
661,002,
dark woodbine crept luxuriantly over spoken in such a tone of sincerity, of un
walls that fortify his country !
corn cut up as are sufficient to make a
Yucatan,
580,084
the porch, and roses of a thousand va varnished truth, that the young lady’s
good sized shock around the standing hill
There is another class —the most dan
Guanajuato,
513,606
rieties clustered beneath the windows.
cheeks replied most eloquently to his, and
—
set the bottom well out and tie them all
gerous class of men in the community—
Oajaca,
500,278
4 Oh now,’ thought Mr. Wilbur, as the she only murmured, 4 I did not think you
at the top with a wisp of straw, turning the
whom we cannot. designate by a more
Mechoacan,
407,906
would remember me.’
head down.
But do not first, as is often
expressive name than ‘general lovers’ coach drew near the gate, 4 if Henry only
S. Luis Potozi,
321,840
kept bachelor’s hall here, what spot in all
4 I have wailed so long,’ he replied, 4 in
practised, tie the corn in small bundles. In
—-men who waste their holiest affec
Zacatecas,
273,572
a vain hope to catch another glimpse of
the earth could be more delightful ?’
this way the corn and fodder will cure
tions in vain and cruel coquetry, waking
Du ran jo,
162,618
perfectly. When it is time to carry it in,
Seward was at the door to welcome the fair image that hovered over my pil
the sweetest melody in young and
Sinaloa,
147,000
low in those dreadful hours, and made
slip a knife under and cut the standing
guileless hearts, then breaking the ten him. 4 Poor fellow 1 how glad be seems
Sonora,
124,000
such soothing melody around my couch
hill ; pitch the whole shock on to the cart;
der chords and leaving them tuneless for to meet his old friend,’ continued Harri
Chiapas,
141,206
with the sweet language of pitying
and being loose and easily handled by
ever*' Would that one day of judgment son, in a mental voice of pity: 4 poor
Queretaro,
120,560
kindness, that I had at last resigned my
bringing the top of the shock into your lap,
might come to them,—-when there should fellow ! he’ll have a long story of domes
Nuevo Leon,
‘ 101,108
self
to
a
belief
that
she
was
but
a
visit

it will be easily busked. A great deal of
pass in review before them, the ‘ naked tic afflictions to pour into my ear, I have
Aguascalientes,
,
69,693
ing angel, sent to minister to a mind dis
trouble will be saved in this way.
Do not
human hearts’ that they have trifled with no doubt.’
Tabasco,
68,580
eased, and recalled again forever from
as-is often done, carry out your corn and
But in vain he waited for it through
—trifled with, may be, in the belief
Nuevo
Mexico,
57.026
my sight. How happy am I to find that
make your shocks upon the grass land, as
that they were as light and frivolous as all that evening, though they were alone
The whole amount, therefore, of the pres- in this case the air will not circulate freely
that angel’s home is on our own earth,
their own—trifled with, as a child trifles for hours. He saw Mrs. Seward but a
ent population of Mexico, is 7,044,140.
under our own roof 1’
under the shock, and therefore neither the
with his gilded toys I This wish is not few minutes immediately after his arrival,
Mrs. Seward had vanished during the
corn nor the fodder will dry perfectly. The
a malicious one, indeed it is not.
It is and in spite of his prejudices was pleas
delivery of this speech, and a somewhat
Genius.—A young lady upon whom in- most intelligent farmers in the State esti
only a fervent and a solemn desire that ed with the kindness and graceful dignity
embarrassing silence followed.
1 My sister tellect had not beamed with unmitigated ef- mate generally the value of the corn fodder
She was a small and
their own hearts may feel as sincerely of her manners.
brought me here to amuse youj’said Lili fulgence, being in conversation with a liter on an acre of corn yielding forty bushels to
and as deeply as hearts like theirs can very delicate woman, of exquisite refine an, at length, 4 and for that purpose I
ary beau, who was’a great admirer of her the acre, well cured and saved, as equivalent
feel, that all their 4 little innocent flir ment and simplicity of heart, yet truly have marked some passages in this book
6 solid,’she being heiress to a 1 plum,’ was for the feeding of any stock, to a ton of
and
highly
intellectual.
Harrison
had
tations,’ as they modestly call them,
of poems, that I thought might interest you asked by him in an attempt to display his English hay. Not a few rate it even higher
are marked in strong, indelible colors in met her in assemblies several times be at this time particularly.
Shall I read own acquirements 4 Are you fond of good than this.”
the book of God’s retributive justice, fore her marriage, but had never been so them ?’
writing ?’ 4 Yes, sir, I like writing very
on the same large page with the direst pleased with her as during their short con
4 Oh do, and I shall be so happy 1’
much.’ 1 Ah 1 do you ever write ?’
1r Oh
Banking Anecdote.— Before the com
and most prolific causes of human mis versation this evening. * Still he supposed
We cannot follow them through all yes, sir,—often.’ 4 Indeed !—do youi sip mencement of the revolutionary war, a well
it
was
only
superficial
elegance
put
on
ery. And if, with this feeling in their
their evening interview, but we must record of the Castalian spring, or keep to the dull known and eccentric gentleman of this city
inmost souls, they do not work out there like a gala-dress to welcome his arri the wonderful effect it produced upon Har regions of prose ?’
1 Sir ?—’ 4 Do you sold a handsaw to a neighbor for one dola sincere and thorough and lasting repent val.
rison Wilbur—no less than entirely over prefer prose or poetry ?—which do you lar and fifty cents. A note was given for
ance—one that shall draw together all
The next morning when he awoke, he throwing his pertinacious prejudices against write?’ 4 I writes4 fine hand,’sir
the amount, which note has been regularly
these minute, mystified, floating particles j found himself very ill.
It seemed as the sex to which his sweet young nurse
renewed and the interest added annually,
of admiration that diffuse themselves though every drop of blood in his veins belonged, and highly exalting his estimate
Why should sailors, shoemakers and until within a few months past, when it
equally to all, into one deep fountain had been heated over a finer’s furnace. of feminine worth, both moral and intel milkmen be classed together ?
Because was paid, and amounted to about fifty doL
that shall send forth one pure, noise- His head was throbbing with strong pains, lectual, Their intercourse continued now they all work at the pumps.
iars.—Providence Jour.
AND MAINE PALLADIUM,
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The late Murder.-—The singular murder J CALAMITOUS FIRE IN NEW YORK.) A Happy Simile.— Mr. Prentiss of Missig.
.
6 .
.
.,
__ ■..... has suffered sioui
sippi commenced his canvass of the a-..
State
The Commercial Emporium
which took place yesterday morning in the
on the 31st ult. at Raymond Spring, ¡n
FOREIGN NEWS
a
heavier
loss
by
fire,
than
even
her
sister
house of James Wood, continues to excite
Hinds county, and his reception is said to
so much public feeling'and sympathy, that city of Philadelphia. On Sunday morning have been in the highest degree enthusias
From Canton.—The ship Canada, Capt
.
_
count of the destructive fire in Philadelphia
last, a fire occurred in that city, by which
Hicks has arrived a
on Friday night we copy from the Nation we give to day a more particular account thirty seven buildings were destroyed. It was tic. His address is also said to have been
of the melancholy affair than we were yes first discovered in the five story store oc equal to any of his best efforts., We should
ton, bringing letters from that place to May &] Gazetfe . °
14th, and from Macao to the 29th.
1 he D|£gTRUCTiVE F1RE AND LOSS OF j terday enabled to gather. % '* * On cupied by Messrs. S. D. Halsley & Co., No. certainly judge so from the following fe.
U. S. ships of war Colombia and John AuLIFE,
ascertaining that his daughter had been 189 Water street, and, before being subdu licitous, yet simple refutation of the false
ams were still at Macao. We are indebl-j Abom ejeven o,c)ock |ast night> a fire was . clandestinely married, he immediately be ed, destroyed, with the exception of one and hypocritical letter of his competitor
Walker. After reading that portion of this
ed to several of our mercantile friends to*'! r!is(.ovePe(J 1}) {he basement story of W. J. | came frantic with rage, had his shop and or two buildings, the entire block bounded over-pious Senator’s letter in which he says
letters giving an account of transactions to gyroUp»s Provision store, No. 14, South house closed, and raved with passion to on Water and Front streets, and Fulton “ the whole banking system is founded in
a degree as to bring on convulsive street and Burling Slip. The buildings des fraud, because a bank promises more than
the last mentioned dale.
On the 8th of. Wharves, between Chesnut and Market
Mav an edict of the Imperial
Commission1 .....
sireets,
facing
the _Delaware
river.
Three I s ___ is. ‘ihe kind attention of his neigh- troyed were situated in one of the most it is able to do,” and that therefore the
t...
_
..................
o ...
... .
er Lin
Lin was
was issued,
issued in
in reply
f()r rhe* moment seeryed to assuage hjs business portions ot the city, and except whole system is subversive of the true in
er
re| f to an application Custom House watchmen broke open the j
ing one or two eating houses, contained no
'
~
"I........................
from the British Superintendent,
Capt.
El ; door, and state that a few buckets of wa-| anguish, but the
night of Friday was passed- families. The heat of the flames set fire I terests of religion, Mr. Prentiss, pointing to
ter
would
haye
extinguished
the
fire,
but
!
liot and the American and Dutch Consuls,
bv him in a stale of great excitement. to buildings opposite, in both Fulton and a spring of water on his right, replied to
the draught created by opening the door j
requesting permission to leave the country instantly increased it, and extended to vari-j Through the continued kind offices of neigh Water streets, which were fortunately sav this absurdity as follows :
Boston Atlas.
with the people and vessels of their respec ous combustible merchandise.
In a few bors and friends, the daughter was on Sat ed. The Express computes the loss to be
“ Fellow-citizens,” said be, “you have a
tive countries. In reply to this request the minutes the flames burst out and reached urday, w ith the consent of her husband , in-1 not less, even if it does not exceed a MIL- spring, whose gentle flow supplies the wants
diiced io return to her father’s house. This LION OF DOLLARS,-on which $541,500 of your whole town,
the provision store adjoining.
edict says,
Here yourselves
were insured in the several offices in die i
Although
the Fire Companies vyere i, produced
an apparent
......
c
, ......k..
........
r)........... calm,
........ , and
---- she
— con-; city, and $122,000 in Hartlord, Boston, and your wives and your little ofies are-accus
“China has indeed no need of commer
ground,jhe progiess of lh® | tjnut>d with him the remainder of that day i
cial intercourse with outer Barbarians. But promptly on the
elsewhere. A large ainoiiul of merchandise tomed to drink. True, it is a modest foun
so rapid, that li.e prosper
.
On Monday | was saved, but in a damaged state.
Had tain, yet its steady current is more than
because you have come from far over the seas, arresting them was, even at that early horn, | ............. ........ . .. _
sufficient for you. You know it—you have
it cannot bearto push you utterly away ;you very doubtful. The grocery stores, No. 15, (yesterday) morning the father received it not been that a fire was raging up confidence in its ability to continue that
town,
this
would
not
have
been
so
dis

have enjoyed the overshadowing, the com South Wharves, the oil store and the com
supply.
But suppose some one of yOl)r
prehensive, and deep benevolence of the mission store, No. 17, the iron warehouse, husband for the restoration of his wife, and astrous. The hydrants were exhausted.
citizens, suspecting the inherent ability of
This
fire
is
said
to
have
been
seen
at
the
Great Emperor, who has given sanction to No. 19, were successively enveloped in the notice that in case of refusal legal measures distance of a hundred miles. The whole your spring, should recommend a ‘ run’ upon
Would be taken against him.
To this de
the trade with Kwahgturig,
You who flames.
At one it ; and suppose every man o1 your town
The tavern kept by George Nealis was mand Wood replied that he would give a city was brilliantly illuminated.
have come to the territory of the Celestial
time
it
was
apprehended,
the
fire
would with a bucket in hand, should commence
next attacked, and thence the fire commu definite answer by 12 o’clock. Immediate
Empire, have not only eat of the herbage
extend
to
Maiden
Lane.
"
I dipping therefrom to hoard up the prenicated to the large oil warehouses, No. 21,
Six or seven hours before the above fire, I cions fluid in bis own private reservoir
and trod the soil equally with the people of extending through to Water street. At this ly, or very shortly after the receipt of the
would not the spring soon be drained, and
the land, but have also by your having and point the conflagration became terrific. The husband’s message, the father went up stairs there was one in Albany street, by which instead of pure water, would you not pres
no
great
amount
of
property
was
destroy

to
his
daughter
’
s
chamber,
and
instantly
the
selling acquired very rich advantages.
it ship chandlery of A- H. Hitikle, No. 22,
ently scrape up mud and filth ? No, fellow
The mem ed,—but the loss will be severely felt,—the citizens, you would not permit such mad
is natuially your duty to rest in your sta South Wharves, and the commission ware report of a pistol was heard.
sufferers being poor.—Two or three hours
tions, observing the laws.
But for ten houses of Newbold & Haverslick, and of bers of the family, running to the room,
after this last mentioned fire, another took ness. You would punish such an experi
years past, von have on the contrary em- Smith & Johnson were in succession con found Wood in a raving stale pacing the place in a carpenter’s shop in Eldridge menter. Let,.the spring alone, you would
floor, exclaiming, “ 1 did it—-1 killed her —
say ; we have no fears of its exhaustion.”
ployed a tiling hurtful to men, as a means st! med.
Here the fire reached the corner of now she is happy,?’ while his daughter lay street, which was destroyed, and the flames
of gaining and possessing yourselves of the
were
communicated
to
two
adjoining
brick
street.
Returning
to
Water
street,
• Chesnyt
Matthew Carey.—The following letter is
prostrate, bleeding and insensible.
buildings, occupied by five families, who
people’s wealth.
the fire is traced to the extensive wholesale
Dr. Jas. Rush and Dr. G. Emerson were lost nearly all in the dwellings. Several said to be the last one written by this dis
“ The great Emperor, anxiously regard grocery establishment, No. 17 ; thence to a
on the premises, but the case was be wooden houses adjoining were destroyed, tinguished philanthropist. It was comnniful of the general well-being, has declared very large wholesale grocery No. 21, and soon
:
riicated to the editors of the National Inhis pleasure that this should be severely storehouse 23 ; thence to No. 25. and thence yond the reach of human aid. She linger with most of their contents, and the loss un telligencer, by a friend of the deceased to
, until eleven o’clock, when she expired. fortunately falls upon a class of persons whom it was written.
prohibited. And if the laws be not plainly to the large fire proof storehouse, occupied ed
but poorly able to bear it.
declared how shall the future ingress be put by W". R. Thompson & Co.—Next to this Very soon after the perpetration of the mur
“ Dear Sir: —I send you, by this mail, a
About the same time there was a fire in
building stood the Fulton House, kept by der the sheriff and coroner entered the
a stop to ?”
Brooklyn, by which a stable at the corner copy complete of the Querist, as far as it
J. Meyers, at the corner of Water am!
After some remaiks on the peremptory Chesnut streets, which with all the houses chamber, and had Wood removed to an of Jay and Bridge streets, the Steam Planing has gone—1, 2 and 3.
“ I am greatly below par. I am fearful
character of the prohibition of opium, the above mentioned were utterly destroyed. other room, when he threw’ himself on a Mill of Mr. George Thacher, a two-story
edict goes on to declare that alter the co’m- The buildings on the opposite side of the bed and soon fe'l asleep. When the mayor brick house adjoining, belonging to Mr. T., that the state of the country is hopeless.
entered the room, Wood was roused from several out-houses, some lumber, &c., were Public morals are at the lowest ebb; and
pletion ofthe present deliveries, the request street then took fire.
private share a portion of the same fate.
From the rear of the latter row of build his slumber, and immediately asked, “ Is she destroyed. Mr. T. was the principal suffer Regard for self appears to be the predomi
will be granted, but it must be without de
er. The whole damage is estimated at from
lay, and it adds “ after you have thus re ings the fire communicated with those fac dead ?” On being answered iu the ‘affirm
nant feeling : “ Every man for himself,”as
$15,000 to $20.000.—Portland Adv.
turned you w ill not be allowed to come fl ing on the east side of Front street.
ative, he exclaimed, “ Then she is happy,”
the Dutchman said when he had seized all
We have , not yet been able to ascertain
gain. Let there be no turning backwards
and raved about his willingness to die, the
Prospects have
The Mormons—The Missouri papers say he could lay his hands on.
the names of the owners of the buildings
and forwards, no inconsistency, whereby in which were injured or destroyed by this act of friendship it would be to despatch that Governor Boggs is about to demand of heretofore been very gloomy in some points
vestigation, and proceedings thereon will calamitous fire. All which were within the him, and his hope of being buried in the the Governors of Illinois, Iowa, and Wis of view, as at present, but we could hereto
be involved.’’
The edict concludes with circle of the flames were burnt literally to same grave with the murdered daughter. consin, to which States they have fled, the fore see “ a little cherub aloft,” to cheer us
A hard on our way, but no telescope can enable us
the ground. Not a particle of wood work To a question by the mayor, he replied, persons of the Mormon leaders.
the following warning :
to see “ a cherub aloft,” at present,
“ All you foreigners of every nation,— is left in them, and the walls of many have that he had, before the commission of the fate appears to attend these deluded peo
“ My general health is as good as usual.
should you not come hither, there the mat fallen entirely. There prevailed during the crime, drank three glasses of brandy, but ple. After having been robbed and plun But the feebleness of my limbs rather in
dered, and many of them murdered in Mis
whole
night
a
strong
north-east
wind,
which
had not taken any laudanum, The examter rests ; but should you come to the terri
And my remaining eye cannot
souri, for no other reason than that their creases.
rapidly extended ztlie conflagration and
tory of the celestial comt, be you people of greatly increased the difficulties of opera ¡nation by the Mayor, previous to com mi t- oppressors might obtain possession of their perform its functions by the light of the
ting Wood to prison, was a brief proceed improvements, those who could escape lamp, as it was wont to do. I think much
any country whatsoever, so often as opium ting against it efficiently.
is brought, in all cases, in accordance with
In several of the stores, the oil, liquors, ing, and was held in the chamber to which fled into the neighboring States and terri on “ Mrs. Thrale’s Three Warnings.” I too,
the new law the parties shall be capitally and other combustibles, blazed for hours he had been removed. On being conduct tories for the preservation of their lives ; have my three warnings, nor, however, ex
actly the same as hers.
I am in a great
executed, and the property entirely confis with intense violence. Explosions were ed by the police officers to the carriage, and they are now to be demanded by the
measure toothless, a cripple, and half blind.
cated. Say not that it was not told you frequent, and several are said to have been going to the prison, he manifested some re Missouri authorities, and tried for alleged But I find no decay in my intellectual pow
kegs of gunpowder.
At six o’clock this luctance to enter, but this was soon over offences against her dignity ! The dignity
beforehand !”
of a mob! of a band of robbers and mur ers ; on the contrary. I agree with the poet,
This edict was published on the 11th, morning, the indefatigable and daring exer come without the use of force. On the way
derers ! for those who were concerned in ( P<»pe ?) tions of the firemen had reduced the flames,
The soul’s dark cottage, batter’d and decay’d,
with a circular addressed by Capt. Elliot to and further destruction of property ceased thither he was perfectly silent, but on en the Mormon riots deserve no milder name.
Lets in new light through chinks which time
British subjects. This circular is a sort of to be apprehended.
It is impossible to tering the prison he began to rave in much They should be delivered-tip to the hands
has made
protest against the edict, upon which the commend, in terms too ardent or grateful, the same way that he had done before being of justice, instead of the defenceless vic
“ Yours, very respectfully,
Superintendent remarks that “it places in the labors of the firemen on this occa removed, and it was necessary to use some tims of their cupidity and oppression.
Matthew Caret.
Fort Wayne {la.} Sentinel.
When they had no opportunity of degree of force to place him in one of the
point of fact., the lives, liberty and property sion.
“ Philadelphia, Aug. 30, 1839.
of the whole Foreign Community here at working at the engines, or performing oth prison cells.
Death of an Indian Chief.—Died on the
the mercy of any reckless foreigners out er duties, they got drays and carts in the
The foregoing are all the essential facts
The State Treasurer has returned, but has
side, and more immediately at the disposal neighborhood, loaded them with goods and relating to this murder. A circumstance is 20th September, near the Oneida Castle, obtained no loan. The money he borrowed
Ondayaka, head chief of the Onondagas,
furniture, and dragged them wiih infinite
of the Hong merchants, Linguists, Compra toil to places ofsecure deposit.
At the time of the banks last March and April, to lie
The Mayor told, that Wood, immediately before run aged about ninety-six years.
dores and their retainers.”—Boston Daily and the whole body of watchmen were on ning to his daughter’s chamber, was seated of his death Ondayaka, with the subordinate paid in thirty days, has not been paid yet,
Advertiser.
the ground, protecting the property scattered in his office in the north of his dwelling, chiefsand principal men of his nation, was and the prospect of payment now looks ve
ry dubious. The stream of gold which
By private letters from Bombay via about the streets, and preserving order from which he saw a person whom he sup on his way to join in the ceremonies of Senator Benton promised five years ago,
among
the
thousands
of
spectators
who
electing
a
head
chief
ot
the
Oneidas.
With

posed t<> be Mr. Peak in a building in the
Bengal, parties in Canton have been in
has not yet come up the Kennebec, and
thronged to the disastrous scene.
rear of his house, making signs to and con in a few miles of the council house of the we have not heard of its progress up the
formed that the cholera is making dread
The amount of property cf various kinds
latter
tribe,
Ondayaka
placed
himself
at
the
ful ravages.
Death often supervenes thus destroyed, it is impossible to estimate versing whh his daughter, who was in an head of the deputation of the Onondagas, Mississippi. Can the Age tell us when it is
in one hour after the attack ; and to with precision, but it may be reasonably upper chamber. — Immediately he rushed up and commenced the performance of the cer to appear, and whether the “ panic1' is really
Ac-' emonies observed on such occasions, when over or not.—Kennebec Journal.
crown the distress, the inhabitants are stil- stated at about $600,000. This loss is most stairs—what followed has been told.
fering under a great scarcity of water, untimely. Never, we learn, have the mer counts from iMoyamensing this morning say he was suddenly seized with the bilious
The Sea Serpent.—The Exeter News-Let
most of the wells being dry.—Canton Beg., chants of this city stood more in need of that Wood is in a composed state of mind, cholic. Calling the next chief in authority
regular and prosperous trade.
and deeply affected with sorrow for the to fill his station, he withdrew to the road ter publishes a communication from Col
May 14.
The extensive warehouse of David S. events of yesterday. We eschew on all oc side, when he soon after expressed a con cord Patten of Kingston, who says that
The Frigate Columbia was still at Ma Brown, Commission Merchant, we omitted
while he was on a passage on board the
casions the barrowing details of crime, sciousness that “ it was the will of the Great.
cao when the Canada sailed ; the John to mention above, among the buildings
Spirit that he should live no longer upon schr. Columbia, James Fowler, master,
and
in
this
instance
have
been
led
into
a
slightly injured. Although greatly exposed,
Adams had also arrived from Manilla.
the earth.”
He then sent for his people bound from Newburyport to the Kenne
it was saved by the use of wet blankets prolix narrative in order to gratify the in and took leave of them, after counselling bec, on the 3d Sept, about noon, when off
tense, perhaps morbid, though natural curi them to cultivate and practice temperance Boon Island, he saw a strange animal
From the West Indies.—Jamaica papers, on the roof and in the windows.
The most painful portion ot this recital osity which pervades the public mind. The and brotherly love in their councils and about 80 rods distant, moving rapidly through
to the 10th of September inclusive, have yet remains. Several, we know not how ma
affair adds one more to I he many instances among the people of'the nation, and friend the water. They had a distinct view of
been received at New York. The Royal ny, have been killed or severely wounded.
At on record which prove the close approach ship and integrity with all. He soon after him for sorwe time with a spy glass. It
Gazette of that date announces that all t he eight o’clock this morning the walls of Enoch
of virtue to crime. It shows that boundless became unable to speak, and in a few' was calm at the time, with bright sunshine,
difficulties are removed, between the gov Alien’s house fell with a tremendous crash, love for offspring, unrestrained by fixed prin hours his spirit was gathered to the Great and al! the crew and passengers, 12 in num
ber, saw him distinctly.
He appeared just
ernment and the promoters of the great and buried in the ruins, as we learn pos ciples of morality or religion, may be trans Spirit who gave it.— Oneida Whig.
as the sea-serpent has before been des
mail conveyance by steam, from England itively, a fireman named W. Moreland, a formed to fiendish revenge. — Nat. Gaz.
member of the Good Will Engine. He
General jRobert Y. Hayne.—This gentle cribed. Capt. .Fowler, who has been most
to the West Indies.
was instantly killed. Others it is feared
man,
who has been so distinguished among of the time at sea for a quarter ofa centu
A change for the better is said to have were also mortally hurt. Two of the Shipwreck.—The Sicilian brig Filome- the statesmen
ot South Carolina for several ry, never saw such a creature but once be
taken place on many of the plantations ; wounded were carried to the hospital.
na arrived at New York on Sunday from years, died at Ashville, N. C. on Tuesday fore, and th.'it was during the war of 1812,
and the Gazette expresses strong confi
Many poor families have been thus turn Palmas, in a crippled condition, having the 24th ult. of bilious fever, after a short when he was out privateering.
dence that, with proper firmness on the ed from their homes, and have lost a great
Kennebec Journal.
met with a furious hurricane in lat. 40— illness, in the 49th year of his age. He had
part ofthe authorities, every thing- will go portion of their furniture and clothing.
passed successively through almost all the
Ion.
64,
which
threw
her
on
her
beam
There was generally insurance on the
A great bargain. — At an auction sale at
on well.—Portland Adv.
honorable stations in the State government ;
property as far as we have been able to ends and blew away her topmasts and had filled, as will be remembered, the seat of Brooklyn, N. Y., last week, a wash-hand
Appalling Statement.—From a state ascertain, but the particulars on this head sails. On the 17th of September, in lat. a Senator in Congress; and more recently stand was knocked’ down at eighteen shil
It is 38, Ion. 36—she picked up the boat ofthe' served as Mayor of the city of Charleston, lings. The buyer, on examining his purchase,
ment made by the committee of the Brit we cannot yet state with accuracy.
proper to mention however, that the disaster brig Cadwalader of St. Andrews, N. B. where his death seems to be greatly regret found in a drawer, among a parcel of
ish and Foreign Sailors Society, it appears will not cause any failures.
There-are vari
rubbish, a roll of bank notes amounting to
that within the short period of four months ous surmises concerning the cause of the In the afternoon of the same day, the ted.— Boston Daily Adv.
85 000 and doubloons worth $1,000 moreand three days previous to April .last, fire, which many suppose was the work of wind having abated they fell in with a
The Surrogate took possession of the money
We
learn
froiri
the
Natchez
Free
Tra

part
of
the
wreck
of
said
brig,
with
six
per

there had been wrecked one hundred and an incendiary. The firemen are now —12
der that four gentlemen of the city of in behalf of the estate to which the stand be
sixty vessels, all of whose crews had per o’clock, M.,—leaving the scene ofthe confla sons near to meet a watery grave, being Vicksburg have subscribed twenty thousand longs, but the finder intends to test his claims
nearly exhausted, having been on the
ished ! Averaging the crew of each ship gration with their apparatus.
dollars to the Methodist centenary fund,— to the money, says the N. Y. Express.
This, we believe, is the most destructive same five days, by this they saved the
at ten, will give a loss of one thousand six
Judge Lane giving six thousand of that
fire
which
has
ever
occurred
in
Philadel

lives of John Murray, the captain, the
Among the curious articles exhibited at
hundred lives ! It is farther shown that
phia. Of fifty-two buildings which were on mate, and four of the crew, two of whom sum.
the Boston Horticultural Rooms, is a squash,
of vessels stranded, foundered, abandoned, fire, forty are in total ruin, many of them
had lost their senses, and it was as hard
iff* The wife of Gen. Gaines, it is saisi, raised by Samuel Blake of South Boston,
not heard of, tec. within the same period, large new warehouses.
claims
property in New-Orleans, to the fl which weighs one hundred and fifteen pounds.
a
task
to
bring
them
to,
and
to
effect
their
the number of vessels affected by such ca
mount
of 812,000,000 as heir of Daniel
tastrophes is five hundred and seventyThe colored lad, Sydney O. Frances, who recovery, through all possible attention Clark, her father. Mrs. G. had been suppos
There is a man in Lynn who is the father
six. If only one soul has perished from was kidnapped by Dickinson Shearer, and and assistance, as it had been to take ed to be an illegitimate child, but it is alleg of eleven sons and twelve daughters. The
them
from
the
wreck.
They
were
furn

sold
in
Virginia,
for
$450,
has
been
safely
each of these vessels which have suffered
ed that Daniel Clark made a new Will in town does not impose any tax upon hini) and
from the above contingencies we number restored to his parents and friends at Wor ished with clothing, and all their melan 1813, in which he recognized the legitimacy they should not.
a loss of five hundred and seventy-six cester, where his father is a respectable choly situation demanded, by their kind of his daughter, and devised his property to
shoemaker. The scoundrel who stole him
Sad Accident.—We learn that a sad and
lives! Then add to these four hundred has confessed, since his arrest and impris & good hearted deliverers & benefactors. her. Mr. Relf who administered upon the
estate is charged with obtaining and secret fatal accident occurred at Hallowell on
and twenty-four certainly known to have onment, that he has followed the business
Honor f^om head to foot.—A duel was ing, if not destroying this will, and appropri Thursday last. While Mrs. Vose, a widow
perished, and we have a total from all of kidnapping for six years past, and is
ating the property to his own use.
lady, was riding with her daughter, the horse
causes of at least two thousand & six hun connected with a gang of villians, whose lately fought at Pensacola, between Lieuts.
Bangor Democrat.
look fright at some hides which were expos
Ross
and
Hoe,
of
the
U.
3.
Navy.
It
ter

organization
extends
from
New
England
dred lives !—or, on an average, something
ed in the street, the chaise was upset and
more than twenty-one every day during to Virginia. A young man by the name of minated “ honorably,” Ross being wounded . The Germantown Telegraph
torn to pieces and the horse killed
on the
3grapn says :•
Kiiiea vu
•••«
the period of four short months.—Express. Turner, not yet twenty years of age, has been in the heel of his boot, and Hoe shot through “ There is a pressure througlhout Pennsylva-1
and ___
Mrs. Vose
so badly hurt tna
J*
, _spot,
(__ ,___
___ was
_____
arrested, at Palmer, as an accomplice, and it the hat’.
nia just now ; the poor barns groan under she survived but a short time after the acciA great lie, says Crabbe, is like a big fish is presumed the man Wilkinson, to whom
the loads, which they are obliged to bear, dent. She died on Saturday morning. R~
the boy was sold by Shearer, is, in fact, one
on dry land.
It may fret and fling and of the conspirators in this damnable busi
The aggregate capital stock of manufac and some fears are entertained of their break- daughter was not materially injured,
ing.”
Bangor Whig»
make a frightful pother, but it can’t bite ness. Another colored lad, by the name
turing companies at Lowell, amounts to
you. You have only to let it lie, and it of Flassard, of Lunenburg, in Worcester
9,000,000 dollars. There are 163,400 spin
.3 abating in
will die quietly of itself.
Hon. Thomas B. Laighton has received ! (jy^The Small Pox is
county, was also stolen,—by the same ras dles employing 2077 males and 6470 fe
Only three cases have
cals, no doubt,—but has been recovered in
the appointment of Keeper of White Island bay and vicinity.
C
It is said that a tea spoonful of oil of the vicinity of Richmond, Va., and the man males, and 347,300 pounds of cotton are Light, Isle of Shoals, in place of Joseph L.1 proved fatal.—ib.
vitriol mixed in a cup of water, will with in whose possession he was found, has been manufactured each week. The iron work? Locke, who is appointed Keeper of Whales
A Snow Storm was experienced at Buffalo
out fail remove any berry stains from gar arrested, as an accomplice of the kidnap- make 1125 tons of cast and wrought iron Back Light, in place of S. M. Haskell.
ments without injury to the cloth.
per annum.
I pers.—Boston Transcript.
Dover Gazette.
N. Y. on the 27th ult
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NEW JERSEY.
PROBATE NOTICE.___
The Election of Members of the State Leg
WILLIAM LORD & CO.
EIGHTEEN DAYS EATER FROM islature occurred in New Jersey on Tuesday
At a Court of Probate held at Limerick,
EUROPE.
AVE just received from New York
and
Wednesday
last.
Returns
from
the
within
and
for
the
County
of
York,
on
the
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1839.
and Boston a good selection of Fall
The steam-packet Liverpool arrived at whole State show the following gratifying re- first Monday m October, in the year of our
and Winter Goods, which, with their for
New-York on Thursday morning last,
Wrfc County Convention •
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-nine, by
V.
B.
Whig.
suit
the Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said mer stock, comprise a very large assortment.
HE WHIGS in each town in this Coun bringing Liverpool papers to Sept. 21,
7 ’
10
Council,
Among them are the following, viz :—
Court :
ty are requested to send two delegates and London to the evening of the 20th.
20
33
Assembly,
Pilot Cloths—Black, Blue, Mixed, Drab,
ARTHA A. HUBBARD, administratrix
to a Convention, to be holden at Alfred CourtMoney matters are represented as rath
of the estate of Calvin R. Hubbard, late Invisible Green, Invisible Blue,. Brown and
Last year the whigs elected only 9 meraHouse, on Wednesday the 23d of October
Claret ; Broadcloths—Drab, Brown, Blue,
of Sanford, in said county, esquire, deceased,
next, at 7 P. M., for the purpose of selecting er easier.
hers, of the Council and 30 of the Assembly—
having presented her second account of ad Green, Black, Slate and Mixed ; Cassimeres ;
The newspaper accounts, represent the
a delegate to attend the National Convention
showing a Whig gain in both branches.
ministration of the estate of said deceased Buckskin ; Doe Skin ; Sallinets ; Mohair
to be holden in Harrisburg in Dec. next.
prospects of the crop as very dismal.
for allowance :
Coaling ; Kersey ; Vestings—English, Ger
Per order of the County Committee.
The affairs of Spain have at length come
HYMENEAL.
ORDERED—That the said administratrix man, Figured, Printed and Gro De Nap ;
Sept. 27, 1839.
______________ toa crisis. Maroto has gone over to the
give notice to all persons interested, by Merinos ; Black. Colored and Printed Alpine ;
MARRIED—In' Saco, 3d inst Mr. Gee Hill, causing a copy ot this order to be published Cambitteen;
Saxonies;
Mousseline De
Maryland Election.—The returns of the government party, and Don Carlos himself,
................................... ..........
„..t
with
his family,
! three weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Laines ; Alpacca Poplin ; Verona Serge ;
t._______________
. .. has fled to France, follow- i to Miss Ann M. Sargent
J
.
T1 •
Pl
Iin
n Alexandria,
A la v o nd r I a Lull
Lou., 117t.h August, Joshua R.
late election in this State are unfavorable ed by about 3000
of his troops. His af
I Gazette, printed at Kennebunk in said coun- Merino, Highland, Brocke, Edinboro’embus’d
to the whigs.
Three whigs and five Van fairs are considered desperate, and the Mead, Esq. to Miss Mary Jane Lewis, of Kit- | ty, that they may appear ata Probate Court Raw Silk, Thibet, Cashmere & Plaid Shawls ;
Buren men have been elected to represent war virtually at an end.
In Newington, N. H 29th ult. Mr. Alpheus ! to be held at Alfred, in said county, 'on Bandanna, Pongee, Flag, Embroidered Shal’
"Cambric, HighH. Brooks of Eliot, Me. to Miss A. D. Quint of ! the first Monday of November next, at. la, Linen Cambric, Imitation
the State in the U. S. House of Representa
{ff^The United States Bank's Drafts
( ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew land, Tartan and Verona Handkerchiefs ;
tives. In the last Congress, the delegation Dishonored.—Hottingeur & Co. had re Newington.
■ Taffeta; Figured
In Bet wick, 26th ulL by Richard Shapleigh, 1 cause,
____ ? if any they have, why the same should Maiteoni, Gro De Swiss,
consisted of five whigs and three Van Bu fused acceptance to some five or six mil Esq. Mr. Horace Littlefield, to Miss Dorcas J- 'not be allowed.
and Tabby
and Light Colored Silks; Silk
,
An,...!
ren men. The names of the gentlemen lions of francs, about the loth of Sept. Shorey.
Attest,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Velvet ; MusliuS ; Furnitures ; Belts ; Goat's
In Portsmouth, Sept, 29th, Mr; Benjamin
A true copy,—Attest,
.. ; English, French
Hair and limitation Camblel
The Paris Messager gives the following Jones, to Miss Lucy Jane Toby of Kittery.
elected are as follows :—
Wm Cutter Allen, Register.
and American Prints ; Printed and Plain
John
Dennis,
(
whig.)
■
explanation
of
their
refusal
to
cash
bills
1st District,
In Lebanon, Mr. Samuel Gerrish of Northum
October 12.
Plain, Check and Colored CamLawn
P. F. Thomas, (V. B.)
2d do.
drawn upon them from the United States. berland, N. H. to Miss Abigail Corson of L.
brics ; Ginghams
M
; Caroline Plaid ; Kid,
J.
T.
H.
Worthington,
(V.
B.)
In
Shapleigh/29th
ult.
Hezekiah
B.
Trafton.
3d do.
“During the l.nte financial crisis several Esq of Shapleigh, to Miss Mary Edgerly of To the Honorable County Commissioners with White and Black Silk,, Cotton, Pic Nic,
J. Carroll and S. Hillen, (V. B.)
4th
in
and
for
the
County
of
York,
at
a
regular
English and French bankers either advanced i Acton.
Buck, Woolen and Fur lined Gloves ; Love
Win. Cost Johnson, (whig.)
5th
session held at Alfred on the second Tuesday Veils; Bdrage ; Mohair, Spun Silk, Worst
money or gave their signature to bills for the
Francis Thomas, (V. B.)
6th
of October, 1839 :
relief of certain American houses, and since
ed and Cotton Hose ; White, Green, Orange,
OBITUARY
Daniel Jennifer,(whig.)
7th
that time large quantities of cotton have been
rsnilE undersigned, inhabitants of the Salisbury, Red and Cotton flannel; Check
So far as heard from 26 whigs and 44 Van consigned to London and Havre to meet these
DIED—In Eliot, Mr. Timothy Kennard, aged
i.
County of York, respectfully lepresent and Plain Linzey ; Birds Eye and Rus
Buren men are elected to the House of Del obligations. It appears, however, that fresh 84 years,a Revolutionaiy Pensioner.
that the road leading from Capt. Jedediah sia Diaper; Table Covers; White and Brown
In Kittery, John B, child of Charles Duncan, Taylor’s, in Lyman, in said county, to Ken Linen ; Black Crape ; Satin and Taffeta
egates.—The House of Delegates consists of I bills were also being, drawn on account of
I these consignments. The cotton market be aged 2 years ; a child of Mr. Isaac Seaward ; nebunk village, is circuitous, narrow and Ribbons ; Galoons ; Thread and Cotton
80 members, elected annually. The Senate
ing so dull that sales could not be effected Capt. Benjamin Parker, aged 57years ; Mrs. So hilly, and that a new road is much wanted. Edgings ; Inserting ; Black and White Lace ;
consists of 15 members, elected every five without a sacrifice, and Messrs. Hottinguer, phia Norton, aged 22 years, wife of Mr. Hiram Wherefore your petitioners pray that a Pub Quillings ; Foundation ; Wound Wire ; Mix
Norton.
years. There is a whig majority in this who had lent assistance to the United States,
In New-Orleans, 13th ult. of yellow fever, Mr. lic Highway be laid out and located from ed Jean ; Black and White Wadding; Green
being therefore unable to realise money upon Octavius Barrell, aged 28 years. Mr. B. was a ¡the County road leading from Goodwin’s and lied Moreen ; White and Colored Worst
branch of the Legislature.
the guarantee in their possession, have as a native of York, in this county, and was for sev Mills to Doughty’s Falls, near' the dwelling ed; White and Mixed Woolen Yarn ; White
house of Capt. Jedediah Taylor’s, thence by and Mixed Knitting Cotton ; Linen and Cot
measure of precaution refused, in the pies- eral years a. resident of Saco.
The Speaker.—Which party will have aII ent state of the market, to pay or accept the
In Parsonsfield, Lucy, wife of Mr. John Tar Day’s Mills in Kennebunk-port, .to the road ton Thread; Persian Spools; Brown and
box, and daughter of Humphrey Merrill, late of as now travelled in Kennebunk, near the Bleached SAee/wg and Shirting; Drilling;
majority at the commencement of the next bills which have been drawn upon them.”
Buxton, aged 47 years.
dwelling-house formerly owned and occu Braces ; Comforters ; Buttons ; Tapes ; Hooks
session of Congress?—is a question fre
Mr. Jaudon immediately repaired to Paris,
In Kittery, Mrs. Isabella, wife of Mr. Richard pied by David Ross, thence by said road, and Eyes ; Coat Cord and Binding ; Tick
quently asked. The question is an interest■ and some letters dated 19th, say that Roths Rogers, aged 51 years.
with widening and slraighlning, to the ing ; Silesia ; Umbrellas ; Bed Lace ; Black
In York, 30th ult. Mrs. Rebecca, relict of Jer Metliodist meeting-house near Capt. John Silk Fringe ; Black and Assorted Sewing
ing one—an important one. It the adminis child had accepted all the bills, and one
we saw, says “ the stock of the bank has emiah Paul, Esq. aged 66 years.
Walker’s—thence on a straight line as is Silk ; Twist, Silk Braid and Cord; Padding ;
tration party are in the majority, a Van Bu nearly recovered from the shock.” 'The
In Saco, 1st inst. a child of Capt. William
convenient to Kennebunk village, near the Canvas ; Rose Blankets ; Morocco, Walking
ren Speaker will of course be elected, and London papers of the 20th are all, however, Stevenson, aged 18 months.
In Orono, 2d inst Mr. Joseph L. Whittier, blacksmith’s shop occupied by George Tay and Calf »S/iqeSj.Slippers, &c. &c.
the Committees so constructed as to give in doubt about the matter.
lor.
JOHN L. TAYLOR,
aged 22 years.
each of them a majority favorable to the
and many others.
In Danbury, Ct. on Wednesday last, Hon.
The Bank of the United Stales.—The fol
Cask Raisins ; Zante Currents; Pure
views of the administration on the great po
lowing mtelligpuce will strike many of our Jesse Buel, of Albany, N. Y. aged 61 years
Sperm and Whale Oil; Molasses; Brown,
STATE uF MAINE.
)
litical questions of the day. If, on the con readers with surprise, and all of them with Judge B. was for many years editor of the “ Cul
While and Loaf Sugars; Mace; Cloves;
tivator,”—“ in his death community at large has
trary, the whigs are in the ascendant, a whig regret and apprehension.
The extent of sustained a loss of magnitude, and tiie agricultural York, ss.... At a regular session of the Countij Allspice ; Pepper; Ginger ; Nutmegs ; Indi
Commissioners
of
the
County
of
York,
begun
'
Speaker will be chosen, and by consequence the delinquency is not known. The Bank interest perhaps as great a one as could be in
and held at Alfred, within and for said go
; ; Box and Keg Tobacco ; Fish ; Flour ;
Cheese y Pork ; Herds Grass Seed ; Cadiz
the committees will be so arranged as that of the United States of New York, the i flicted by the death of any individual in the
County, on the second Tuesday of October, and Sack Salt ; Saleratus ; Cassia ; Cake and
creature of the Bank of Pennsylvania of country.”
A. DM839:
1 Bar Soap ; Salt Petre ; 7-9 and 8-10 Glass ;
each will contain a majority adverse to the the same name, gave formal notice on Wed
ON the foregoing petition, ordered that
nesday, that the notes of the latter Bank
administration.
4d to 40d Cut Nails ; Hyson, Young Hyson,
SHIP
NEWS.
the petitioners notify all persons and
no longer be redeemed by them, and
From a list of the members elect of the !> would
™
Souchong, Fancy and Hyson Skin Teas, &c.
KENNE BUNK, Ò CT OBERJL 2, J 83 9~ Corporations interested, that the said Com
..Iso,
in
pursuance
of
orders
from
Philadelnext Congress, which has been prepared by j
missioners will meet at the public house of[ &c.
' phia, refused payment of Post Notes of the
— ALSO —
arrived.
th. editors of the New York Express, ><!1 ¡latter
MIer to a large ..............
.........
.
Isaac Hilton, in said Kennebunk, on Wed
amount,.........
due.............
on that
day,
Oct. 9—Sch. Alert, Crediford, Boston ;
A good assortment of Crockery and
nesday
the
thirteenth
day
of
November
next,
appears that there will be only 239 members Ln(j made specially payable at the Bank
10—sch. Grape, Ward, do.
Ware.—All of the above articles, with
at ten o’clock, A. M., and will then proceed Glass
sailed,
who will receive their certificates of election ¡n New York. The dishonored notes were
not specified,
are offered for
manyothers
_____ __
.
to
view
the
route
for
the
highway
prayed
Oct. 5—Schs. Nile, Ward, Boston ;
in season to he on the ground on the first! accordingly protested. From these and othsale at low prices for Cash or Country Pro
for,
and
immediately
after
such
view
they
Mo.ro, Mitchell, do.
.
. ... . 'er facts it was presumed that the Bank at
will, in some convenient place in the vicini duce.
memoranda.
day of the session.
The election in Missis- phiia(lelphiaj and al| tho Philadelphia Banks
Kennebunk, Oct. 5,1839.
S
aco, Sept. 30.—Ar. schs. Enterprise, Bart ty. hear the petitioners and those opposed
sippi does not take place until the 15th °f jia(j SUSpended specie payments. It is also
lett, Thomaston; Miner.
Miner, Sartell, do.; sloop to the prayer of said petition ; said notice to
next month, and there are 2 vacancies in | stated that positive intelligence to this effect Packet, Weare, York ; 2d inst. sch. Charles,
Massachusetts, 2 in South Carolina and 1 in , had been received at New York by ex- Pike, Gloucester ; 6th inst. sloops Joseph, Ben- be given by causing an attested copy of
SA H. CUTTER, 69 Middle Street,
to beiiu'uss- The New York pa/ters announce j son, Portsmouth ;, Currier,---------, Ipswich ; said petition and this order thereon to be
Missouri,—of these, the members
Portland, has just added to his for
with confi<l^nce that the Banks ot that city j
sch. Hudsoni, Clark, Salem. — Sailed, 1st published three weeks successively in the
elected in Mississippi and Missouri will not will, not
mer Slock a full and complete assortment of
SChs.
|1S Hudson,
Boston ; Mercator, i Kennebunk Gazette, a newspaper printed
,.wl follow
.L.L.. this
/.J example
example—that they are , ¡nst
nst’ . sc
E..T^.... Clark,
______ do, ; 4th, schs.• Friendship, Pike, Gar- I I in said county, by causing the town clerks superior three Ply, Brussels, Kidderminister,
ply prepared
to resist it, and that in fact (, Smith,
probably obtain their certificates so as to amp.j
t -,
diner;
Maine, Smith, Boston ; Enterprise, Bart- |■ of the towns of Lyman, Keimebunk-port Ingrained and Common Carpetings ; Dam
they
will
be
relieved,
rnther
thnn
burdened,
■
<
be able to reach the seat of government be
by the failure of the Philadelphia Banks, and lett, Thomaston ; Miner, Sartell, do. ; Charles, and Kennebunk respectively to be served ask and Venetian Stair and Colton do. ; 4-5
fore the election of Speaker—while the va
* particularly by that of the Bank of the Pike, Gardiner ; 5th, brig Sela, Morrill, New- with a like copy, and by posting up the and 6-4 Colored and White Straw do. ;
cancies in Massachusetts and South Carolina,’’ United States, which by means of her Post York ; sloop Packet, Weare, Boston; 6th, seh. same in three public places in each of said Printed a»d Plain Bockings ; Tufted and
towns—the first of said publications and-each Brussels Rugs, &c.
it is presumed, will be filled so as to enable the pjotes bas been drawing from them their Benevolence, Nickerson, Dennis.
of the other notices, to be thirty days at least
Ar.
at
Boston,
2d,
brig
Ganza,
Fernaid,
of
Sa

................
Wetrust
thaï
such
will
be
the
members elected to take their seats at the com-1 resources. D-- - - ;
,
p KT
before the said thirteenth dav of November.
LIVE GEESE FEATHERS.
. The former will 'resolution of the Banks not only of New co, from Pictou.
mencement of the session. The former yvi..
Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
Cid. at New-York, 7th, brig Horace, White,
75 Bales Extra quality, Prussia White;
...
; York, but of this city, and of all New EngCopy of said petition and order thereon.
undoubtedly be filled by whigs and the latter !| land, and that it will be manfully adhered to. New-Orleans.
Live Geese ; Russia ; Duck ; Sea Fowl and
Ar. at Newburyport, 2d, sch. Norway, GillAttest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
Common FEATHERS, which are cleaned
Parties then will ■ goUnc| policy, justice and duty to the pubby Van Buren men.
patrick, Sydney.
October 12, 1839.
and cleansed with an improved Renovater,
stand thus—whigs 124 ; Van Buren men |ic demand such a course. It is to be hop
and warranted to give satisfaction. Best
set down as whigs* ed that the ruinous expedient of a suspenThe
brig
Wave,
ashore
in
the
Gut,
had
dis

115. Fourteen of those
Curled Hair and Maftresses of all sizes.
i sjon of specie payments will not again be charged and got off—brig Lion of Saco, was aS.A
H.
CUTTER,
69
M/iddle
Street,
are what is termed State Rights men, and tl,lpd It canliot in fact be tried but by the shore in the Gut and condemned—sch Franklin
Pew Cushions, &c. &c.
Portland,
has
just,
received
from
New
upon them will hang the decision of the i general consent of the public, and the i! of Eastport, with 1000 quintals of fish, shipped a
York
a
very
large
and
desirable
assortment
DUTCH BOLTING CLOTHS,
If they I public, there is reason to believe, will n n |I sea off cape Canso, started her stem and lust four of Staple and Fancy Dry Goods, to which
question—Who shall be Speaker ? “J"
'
•
i ..^4.^. if
A II t U «v t- m rionn<ii.'91’U tiY i’P. - I men.
anain
tolerate
it. All
that is necessary to re
Constantly on hand, 36 to 40 inches, all
he would invite the attention of Ga$h pur
are true to themselves and the majority who move the apprehension of such a calamity
chasers, consisting in part as follows : —Eng numbers and of the very best quality, at Bos
elected them, the choice will fall upon a is, that a due confidence should be placed
lish, German and American Double and Sin ton or New-York prices.—Purchasers are inwhig,—probably upon Mr. Bell of Tennes in the discretion, firmness, and sense of duty,
H. GOULD b as just received a fresh gle Milled Broadcloths, for Gentlemen’s Sur-. vited to examine the above as they will be
of those to whom the administration of
• supply of GOODS, for the Fall andtouts, Dress Coats and Ladies’ Cloaks ;• sold low for Cash, by
see.”
our Banks is entrusted.—Boston Daily Adv.
A. H. CUTTER.
Brown,
Green, Blue and Black Pilot andI
Winter trade, which he will sell at low pri

The seats of five of the members from
Portland, October 5, 1839.
6w.
Beaver Cloths; Doeskins; Cassimeres andI
ces
for
Cash.
—
Among
them
are
the
follow

New Jersey, of Mr. Naylor (whig) of Penn
TFrorri the N. Y J<>nr. of Commerce ]
Buckskins ; Silk Velvet and Vestings ; 6 4
ing
:
—
sylvania, of Mr. Lucas (V. B.) ofVa., and VERY IMPORTANT.-STOPPAGE OF
Black, Blue, Invisible Green, Royal Pur I English, German and Real French Merjnoes,
THE U. S. BANK.
ROM the subscriber, on the night of 22d
of Mr. Stewart (whig) of Illinois, will be con
ple, Steel Mixed, Brown and Green Broad•¡and Napolean Cloths for Cloaks; Figured
The
U.
S.
Bank,
in
New
York,
has
receivSeptember last, an indented apprentice
cloths ; Blue, Drab and Invisible Green Pilot- ' and Plain Alepines, all colours ; Superior
tested. Mr. Fisher of N. C. and Mr. Camp
: ed a note, in a few words, from the U. S. Cloths ; Black, Lavender, Drab, Mixed and ¡Black, Plain and FiguredI Silks; Challies
by the name of Darius Newbegin,—all per
bell of S. C. are set down, it is, .believed
. I Bank in Pennsylvania, saying, you will pay Canada Grey Cassimeres ; a large assortment ! and Mouslin de Laines VCamleteens ; Print- sons are hereby forbid harboring or trusting
correctly, as whigs, but they are claimed by j)o farther liabilities of the U. S. Bank.
White, Yellow
Yelliw iand Scarlet | efl Saxonies for Dresses; French, London said runaway, as I shall pay no debts of his
of Sattinets ; White,
In consequence of this, the
the Globe as administration men. Mr. Wick ;,
LEVI P. HILLARD.
L. Bank has put Flannels ; Plain and Twilled Coloured Fig-J and Common Calicoes ; Furniture Patches; contracting.
Kennebunk, October 10, 1839.
and ■»-Lace Veils, and all kinds of
of Indiana is claimed by both parties. He is up the following notice.
ured Silks, for dresses; Plain
I mm Black.» do. ;! Laees »«•»'•
Bank of the United Stales in New liork,
Black Syncliaw ; Black and Colored Ala-¡White "GoodIs ; Merino, Edenboro, High
set down as an administration man. The
NEW FALL GOODS.
New York, Wednesday morning, Octo- >
and Worsted Shawls ; Whitney and
pines ; Carnbleteens ; a large assortment of land
‘
Express gives the following
her 9, 10 A.M. 3
UST received by the subscriber a new
Merinos ; Printed Saxony ; Blue, Black and Rose Blankets ; Ladies’ Travelling Baskets
« Notice is hereby given that the notes of Green Ali Pachas ; English and American and Straw Satchels ; Blue and very fine
RECAPITULATION IN FIGURES.
supply of
Sattins, for bonnet White Warp, &c. &e., besides an endless
Freswb & American.
Contested seats, va the United States Bank of Pennsylvania will Prints ; Embossed
no longer be received at the Bank of the U- > linings; uiw
Brown and Bleached Sheetings variety of ©¿Ms and ent/s usually found in a
cancies and disput- .......... r¡and Shirtings Blue-Black Silk Velvet, for Dry Goods Store.
Whigs. Loco Focos. ed members. nited States in New York.
—ALSO—
October 5, 1839.
Post Notes to the amount of forty or fifty ) Daily’s wear , Stout Silicias ;. Doe Skin ;
6
Maine,
2
Hard Ware and Carpenter’s Tools—
thousand
dollars,
and
perhaps
a
much
larger
Tickings
;
Brown
and
Bleached
Drillings;
5
N Hampshire,
Crockery and Glass Ware.
sum, are due to-day, and will be protested. Striped Shirtings ; Red and Black Merino
2
Vermont,
3
—also—
On the presentation of a 810,000 Post Note.. ghawls,; Edinboro
Edinboro ’ Brocade and Highland
2
2
Massachusetts, 8
Gentlemen’s, Ladies’ and Children’s Shoes
: Cboppas ; Pongee Handkerchiefs,
at
the
opening
of
the
Bank
this
morning,
the
.
plaid
do.
2
Rhode Island
and Boots ; Winter Strained Sperm Oil. Al
; Spittlefield and Bandanna
holder was put off for an answer to 12 o’- : of
of all
a|| colours
Co
Connecticut, 6
so, low priced Refined Winter Oil.
. nite and Coloured Wadding ; Bat
clock,
and
then
answered
in
the
negative.
fl
o
.
;
Wh
19
New York, 21
The whole comprises a very good assort
ting
; Factory
Warp ; White and Colored
The
excitement
in
Wall
street
has
been
|
t
ma
F
h
5
New Jersey, 6
ment of new and fashionable Goods, and
Cambrics;
Mull
Swiss
Muslin;
Bobinet
very
great
of
course,
and
conjectures
are
rife
i
1
17
Pennsylvania, 11
will be disposed of on very favorable terms
as to the real state of thë case. Our readers Lace ; Quillings ; Thread, Bobinet and
1
Delaware,
for Cash.
ISAAC FURBISH.
Cotton
Edgings;
Braces;
Taffeta
and
Cap
will
perhaps
be
able
to
comprehend
what
our
5
3
Maryland,
-Ribbons;
Bishop
Lawn
;
Bleached
Linen
;
opinion must be.
1
12
9
Virginia,
The general impression seems to be, that Long Lawn ; Russia Diaper ; White Dam
7
N. Carolina, 6
BUSHELS good-Shipping
there will of course be a general suspen ask and Colored Table Covers'; Ladies’ and rilHE most safe and effectual, economical «
2
5
MWO POTATOES, by
S. Carolina, 2
Misses’ Paris Kid Gloves ; Black, White
sion
of
specie
payments
in
Philadelphia.
9
Remedy
for
the
diseases
ot
the
Hu

Georgia,
S. H. GOULD.
We see no necessity for this, for we may say and Colored Silk do.; Tailor’s Trimmings, of man Constitution that has ever been discov
3
2
Alabama,
Kennebunk-port, October 5, 1839.
____
all kinds; Bed Lace ; Victoria Robes; Mo
now
as
we
have
often
said
before,
“
Banks
Louisiana,
3
ered.
reen
;
Taylor
’
s
and
Chapp
’
s
Spool
Thread
;
which
can
pay
any
thing,
can
pay
specie,
”
1
. | These Pills are composed entirely of mateArkansas,
except possibly on some sudden emergency, Fancy Handkerchiefs ; Guernsey Frocks ’-•! rials extracted from Medical Plants, and war6
Tennessee, 7
¡Fine
Wool
Shirts;
Umbrellas;
Vestings
NTENDS keeping constantly on hand, a
and
for
a
short
time.
1
1
Woolen i ranted not to contain one particle of mercury,
Missouri,
and
Gingham
Cravats ;^ T
Some people think that of course there i Silk
..............
_
general assortment of
1
2
Illinois,
“
r
Caos
•
or
ar,
y
mine,
’
a
'
substance.
must be a suspension here. But for such ; Gloves ; Neck Stocks ; Cloth and Furi Caps
5
2
Dr. Kingley has spent much lime in exnurtiy
Indiana,
Boots and SYaoos^
an opinion there is not the least foundation, i gea| Skin do. ; Horse Blankets ; rirnpi'inoFurniture perimentiug with different vegetable medi2
Kentucky, 11
Our
Banks
resumed
in
the
face
not
only
of
a
j
Djmoty
;
Curtain
Fringe
:
Cotton
5 .■
- Bllil
11
cines, for the diseasesnFofthp.
thelivAi'
liver;
and now
now such as Calfskin and thick Boots ; Boys and
8
Ohio,
tacit non-resumption in Philadelphia, and all together with a great variety of articles not offers his Universal Pills as best, the most Children’s Shoes.—Also Ladies Morocco and
1
Michigan,
over the South, but in the face of an active enumerated.
convenient and cheapest that can be prepar Kid Slippers, and Calfskin Shoes.
Kefinebunk-port, Oct. 5, 1839.
Also, Repairing done at short notice.
opposition.
113
122
ed for general use ; and in offering them to
A first rate workman wanted at the above
the public he is actuated more by benevolent
elect,
two
members
to
THE
BRIGHT
SIDE.
Mississippi has
than pecuniary motives, as the price of the business.
VEK.MOWT
CHEESEMassachusetts and South Carolina each two
Kennebunk, October 4, 1839.
medicine will show.
WHIG VICTORIES.
vacancies to fill, and Missouri one—in all
11/1/1 LBS. just received, by
These Pills are put up in neat boxes of
WILLIAM LORD & Co.
two .sizes, the large size contains 60 pills, the
The General election for State officers took 1144
seven members. Supposing members of the
price is 50 cents ; the small size contains 25
Kennebunk, October 12, 1839.
In
place
in
Pennsylvania
on
Tuesday
last.
same politics are elected as those in the
ADGER’S Patent Cooking Stoves for
pills, price 25 cents.
Philadelphia
city
the
whig
candidate
for
sale by the subscriber—Persons wish
last Congress, they would stand thus
Palmer & Nash are General Agents for
ing to purchase a Stove, will do well to ex
State Senator was elected by nearly nineteen
the
above
pills
in
the
United
States
of
Mississippi,
2
amine these before doing so, as they are be
hundred majority.—The whig candidates for
Massachusetts,
2
BAGS Havana COFFEE of a su- whom they may be had in any quantities, at lieved to be superior to any thing of the
|
No.
48,
Ann
Street,
Boston,
near
the
market.
2
Mayor and other city officers, succeeded by a
South Carolina,
nerior quality, for sale at Boston
GOULD.
^ce, by
'
S. H. GOULD. | Alexander Warren is Agent for the sale kind now in use.
1
Missouri,
majority of twenty-seven hundred and twentyKennebunk-port, Oct. 5, 1839.
I of these Pills in Kennebunk.
Kennebunk-port, October 12, 1839.
one votes.
116
126
BY THIS MORNING’S MAIL !
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IMPORTANT’

he universal estimation in
A PLEASANT REMEDY FOR
which the celebrated LIFE PILLS
N LOW SPIRITS.—Low spirits is a
I Jk VEGETABLE and Universal Medicine
Corns !
and PHENIX BITTERS are held, is satis
certain
state
of
the
mind
accompaYned
EARTH’S CHANGES.
aSl proved by the experience of thousands to
factorily demonstrated by the increasing de- I be,
by indigestion, wherein the greatest evils are
when properly persevered with, a certain
BY MRS. SIGOURNEY.
;
apprehended upon the slightest grounds, and mand for them in every State and section cure in every form of the Only One Disease, It has now been known for years fhm w
As waves the grass upon the field to-day,
ALBION CORN PLASTER'
the worst consequences imagined. Ancient of the Union, and by the voluntary tes all having the same origin, and invariably arise j
Which soon the wasting scythe shall sweep a-' medical writers supposed tliis disease to be timonials to their remarkable efficacy which from the UNIVERSAL ROOT of all disease,
AFFORDS
immediate relief, and effectg
way,
confined to those particular regions of the ab are every where offered. It is not'less from namely, IMPURITY or IMPERFECT circula
a certain cure for Corns. By ¡ts g?
As smiles the flowret in the morning dew,
tion
of
the
B
LOOD.
a
deeply
gratifying
confidence
that
théy
are
domen, technically called hypochondria,
according to accompanying
direc*
Which eve’s chill blast upon the winds may
In a period of little more than three years in ! plication
.
¡--..j
(
which are situated on the right or left side of the means of extensive and inestimable good
strew,
the United States, they have restored to a state of tions, the Corn is Softened, attenuated
among
his
afflicted
fellow
creatures,
than
that
cavity,
whence
comes
the
name
hypo

Thus, in brief glory boast the sons of clay,
——
and
'
' roots, without
•'
from interested considerations, that the pro health and enjoyment over ONE HUNDRED1I drawn
chondriasis.
out “by the
theU' leat
Thus bloom awhile, then wither and decay.
THOUSAND persons, who were given over as
SYMPTOMS.—The common corporeal prietor of these pre-eminently successful incurable by physicians .of the first rank and i pain, or any of the trouble and danger at
symptoms are, flatulency in the stomach or medicines is desirous of keeping them con standing, and in many cases when every other tending the hazardous and ineffectual prac.'
Dust tends to dust—with ashes, ashes blend,
The senseless turf conceals the buried friend ;
bowels, acrid eructations, costiveness, spas stantly before the public eye. The sale of remedy had been resorted to in vain.
tice of extracting the Corn by mere cuttin '
A few may sigh, upon the grave’s dark brink,
modic pains, giddiness, dimness of sight, pal every additional box and bottle is a guaran
In all Cases of Pain or Weakness, whether it
The following instances, from many ¿
A few salt tears, the broken soil may drink,
tee
that
some
person
will
be
relieved
from
a
pitations, and often an utter inability of fixing
be chronic or recent, whether it be deafness or
ers
of a similar character, sufficiently attest
A few sad hearts in lonely sorrow bleed,
greater
or
less
degree
of
suffering,
and
be
pain in the side, whether it arise from constitu
the attention upon any subject of importance
And pay that tribute which we soon must need.
or engaging in any tiling that demands vigor improved in general health ; for in no case tional or from some immediate cause, whether ! to the superior efficacy of the Albion Corn
or courage. Also languidness—the mind be of suffering from disease can they be taken it be from internal or external injury, it will be Plaster :
I saw the infant in its robe of white,
Mr. Farrar, of Boston, was a number of
comes irritable, thoughtful, desponding, mel in vain. The proprietor has never known cured by persevering in the use oL these Pills.
Its doating mother’s ever dear delight,
This great principle of “ PURGING” in
nor been informed of an instance in which
years distressed by a very painful Corn,had
It clapped its hands when tones of mirth went I ancholy, and dejected, accompanied with a
sickness
is
beginning
to
be
appreciated.
It
is
In the most
total derangement of the nervous system.— they have failed to do good.
by,
found much more convenient to take an occa applied every thing recommended withOüt
The mental feelings and peculiar train of obstinate cases of chronic disease, such as sional dose of half a dozen Pills, and be always effect, and
And nature’s gladness glisten’d in its eye *.
endered a perfect crinóle
chronic
dyspepsia,
torpid
liver,
rheumatism,
Again I came .' An empty crib was there,
ideas that haunt the imagination and over
well, than to send for a Doctor and be bled, On applying this Plaster he was perfectly
asthma,
nervous
and
bilious
head-ache,
cos

A little coffin and a funeral prayer.
whelm the judgment, exhibit an infinite di
blistered, and salivated — with the certainty that
versity. The wisest and best of men are as tiveness, piles, general debility, scrofulous if you are not killed, you will be sure to have cured of his corn, and freed from hislamcI saw the ruddy boy of vigor bold,
swellings and ulcers, scurvy, salt rheum, and months of miserable weakness, and the only one ness.
open to this affliction as the weakest.
Who feared not summer’s heat, nor winter’s
Look at the
A Gentleman of Greenfield was years af.
TREATMENT.—The principal objects of all other chronic affections of the organs and who is benefitted is your Doctor.
cold,
treatment are to remove indigestion and membranes, they effect cures with a rapidity difference between the appearance cf those two flicted with a very painful Corn, and w!lg
With dexterous heel he skimra’d the frozen
strengthen the body, and to enliven the spir and permanency which few persons would persons—-one has been treated by your regular cured by one box, after every other plaster
pool,
theoretically believe, but to which thousands' practitioner—see how pale and debilitated he had been tried to no purpose.
His laugh rang loudest, ’mid his mates at school ; its, which may be promoted by exercise, ear
is, see how the shadow of death throws his
ly hours, regular meals, and pleasant con have testified from happy experience.' In solitary glance from his emaciated countenance,
Again I sought him, but his name was found,
Mr. Cutler, of Boston, was cured ofa
On the low stone that marks yon church-yard versation. The bow'els (ifeostive) being care colds and coughs, which, if neglected Su see how he trembles in every limb ; his eyes
mound.
fully regulated by the occasional use ofa perinduce the most fatal diseases of the sunk ; his teeth destroyed—his constitution, troublesome Corn by one box.
CerDJzcizfe.—To those afflicted with
mild aperient.
We know nothing better lungs, and indeed of the viscera in general, perhaps, irrevocably gone—yet, just hear how
Oh ! boasted joys of Earth ! how swift ye fly,
calculated to obtain this end than Dr. Wm. these medicines, if taken but for three or the Doctor arrogates to himself credit.
He Corns on their feet, I do certify, that 1 have
Rent from the hand, or hidden froth the eye :
Evans’ Aperient Pills—being mild and cer- lour days, never fail. Taken at night, they says, “ most inveterate case of Liver com used the Albion Corn Plaster with com.
So, through the web the weaver’s shuttle glides.■ tain in their operation.
Before I had used one box'
The bowels being so promote, the insensible perspiration, and plaint —“ nothing but the most energetic reme píete success.
So speedsbhc vessel o’er the billowy tides,
Energetic measures! i. e. it cured a Corn which had troubled me for
once cleansed, his inestimable Camomile so relieve the system of. febrile action and dies saved him.”
So cleaves the bird the liquid fields pf light,
Pills, (which are tonic, anodyne and anti-' feculent obstructions, as to produce a most Mercury and Bleeding, ruined his constitution, many years. I make this public for the
■ And leaves no furrow of its trackless flight.
spasmodic,) are an infallible remedy and delightful sense of convalescence in the better say.—So to save life you must half poison benefit of those afflicted with that painfu|
morning; and though the usual symptoms with that comforter of the teeth and gums—
But we, frail beings,.shrinking from thé storm, without dispute have proved a great blessing
fSignedJ
ofa cold should partially return during the MERCURY—and positively make a man mis complaint,
be love these skies, that gathering- clouds de- to the numerous public.
erable the sad remainder of his existence; this is
WM. SHAW.
form,
The CAMOMILE PREPARATION of day, the repetition of a suitable' dose at the called curing. Shocking folly !
Flushing, Long Island, Feb. 28.
Though wounded oft, as oft renew our toil,
Dr. Wm. Evans is undeniably entitled to this next bourof bed-time will almost invariably
Let us now look at your “ purged” man—the
To rear a fabric on this sand-swept soil,
(Price 50 cents a box, with directions.)
enviable distinction, for whilst no medical au effect permanent relief, without further aid. map who has.taken Brandreth’s Pills for Liver
And still we strive, forgetful of the grave,
thority in existence condemns it, every medi Their effect upon fevers ofa more acute and Complaint—he has the firm, elastic tread of
To fix our anchor on the tossing wave.
cal practitioner that is acquainted with it violent kind is not less sure and speedy, if ta conscious strength, his countenance is clear DUMFRIES’ REMEDY FOR THE
freely acknowledges its pre-eminent virtues', ken in proportionable quantity ; and persons and serene, his eye is full and sparkling with
Yet He, who marks ns in our vain career,
and
that the latter should do so in opposition retiring to bed with inflammatory symptoms the feeling of new life and animation .; he has
CI/^New case of a Cure.
Oft shows how frail is what we hold most, dear,
been confined a few days to his bed, but he us
to
their
personal interests, must be attributed of the most alarming kind, will "awake with ed
Spreads o'er some face belov’d the deathful
Boston, November 24th.
nothing
but
the
true
B
randreth
P
ills
,
and
either to their candor and love of truth, or to the gratifying consciousness that the fierce soon rose without any injury being sustained SIR — The Pile Ointment and Electuary
gloom,
their unwillingness to fly in the face ofal! ob enemy has been overthrown, and can be ea by his constitution. Instead ofbeing months in
Or hides apparent in the lonely tomb,
I lately had of you, has had an excel
sily subdued.
In the same way, visceral a weak slate he will be stronger, after he has
Arrests the thoughtless, bids the worldling feel, servation, and the testimony of thousands.
Wounds to admonish, and afflicts to heal. °
’
Dr. WM. EVANS does not pretend that turgescence, tbo’ long established, and visce entirely recovered the attack : because his lent effect. I have been troubled for years
his Camomile Tome Pills will cure all dis ral inflammations, however critical, will yield blood and fluids have become purified, and hav with the Piles, and have never found any
Look to that world, where every pain shall cease. eases. He frankly and conscientiously ad —the former to small and the latter to large ing purged away the old and impure fluids, the remedy that would compare with yours.
Grief turn to joy, and
labor end
in rpeace.
peace,'
mits that they will not. He lays no claim to doses of the Life Pills ; and so also hyster solids are thereby renovated, and he is not borne
Ak I____ t_ A I- 7
11
.
- .
Oh ! seek that world, by penitence and prayer. the-discovery of the “Philosopher’s Stone,” ical affections, hypocondriacism, restless down by useless particles, but has'renewed his The late attack was a severe one, but the
relief was almost immediate.
I take great
Sow thci?
'J here,
— - and
-J reap the
■■
" •
e seed
fruitage
there, and wishes nobody to believe that be sells ness, and very many other varieties of the life and body both.
Where sha
y j°ys no longer cheat the soul, the “ Elixir of Life,” but he does say, and he Neurotical class of diseases, yield to the effi
I
principle of purging with Brandreth’s pleasure in communicating this to you, for
But one ur
ided year, in changeless light shall
I ills, removes nothing but the useless and de
does believe, and he can prove, that in debil cacy of the Phenix Bitters. "Full directions cayed particles from the body,—the morbid and the benefit of any who may be suffering un
roll
T. H.
ity and impaired constitutions ; in Nervous for the u?e of these medicines, and showing corrupt humors of the blood; those humors der so painful a disease.
Mr. Kidder.
diseases of all kinds ; in weakness of the di their distinctive .applicability to different which cause disease—they impede the func
The. original letter may be. seen at the
gestive organs, in incipient consumptions, 'complaints, accompany them ; and they can tions of the liver when they settle upon that
be obtained, wholesale and retail, at 367
"DEL MENDUM
------- ’
would inform the whether of the lungs or the liver; in the Broadway, where numerous certificates of organ, and which, when they settle upon the Counting Room of the Proprietor.
th
(Ejr’The Proprietor of this Medicine rec
nnebunk and vicinity dreadful debility or.casion.ed by the use of their unparalleled success are always open to muscles, produce rheumatism ; or, upon the
nerves, produce gout ; or, upon the limo’s, pro
airy on the Tailoring purgatives ; in palsy, rheumatism, (more es inspection.
ommends it with the fullest confidence as
duce
consumption
;
or.
upon
the
intestines,
cos

Busineß
I fashionable manner, pecially) in the sicknesses incident to moth
(If3 A II post paid letters will receive im tiveness ; or, upon the lining of the blood ves one of the most valuable remedies yet dis
ers, and to females of relaxed nerves ; in ev
at his S
jineas Stevens’,
sels, apoplexy and paralysis, and all the train covered, for the cure of the painful and de
mediate attention.
ery
case
of
delirium
tremens,
or
that
disease
h lessons in Cutting of
of oisorders so melancholy to the sufferer and bilitating complaint of the Piles. He deems
Sold
wholesale
.
and
retail
by
WM.
B.
which
is
brought
on
by
intemperance;
in
Mr. Jas. L. Ross of Saco, (well known
hisE
all who behold them.
... - for
..................
MOFFAT,
367
Broadway,
New
York.
A
the
wretched
horrors
of
mind
and
body
which
superior skill in Cutting,) thinks he shall give
Yes, purging these humors from the body is it unnecessary to publish any other than
accrue from occasional inebriety ; loss of ap liberal deduction made to those who pur the true cure for pll these complaints, and eve the foregoing testimonial in its favour. The
satisfaction to all who employ him,
petite, langour, melancholy, pains in the chase to sell again.
ry other form of disease ; this is no mere asser remedy has more perfectly answered the
All garments made warranted to fit.
head, limbs or side, in corrupt, sallow, and
Agent—Daniel Remich, Kennebunk.
tion, it is a demonstrable truth, and each day it purpose for which it is intended, than any
Cutting done at short notice.
The Life Medicines may also be had of is extending itself; far and wide it is becoming
Garments made for cash at the following uncomely complexions, caused by the bad
other now in common use, and affords?/«.
prices
Common Dress Coat or Frock $3— state of the fluids—in all these cases, and in the principal druggists in every town known, and more and more appreciated.
The cure by purging may more depend up diate and permanent relief, both from the
others mentioned in the bills of directions throughout the United States and the Cana
Pants SI—Single breast Vest 75.
given with his medicines, HE DOES SAY, das.', Ask for Moffat’s Life Pillsand Phe on the laws which produce sweetness or purity disorder itself, and its accompanying symp
Kennebunk/Septernber 6, 1839. may be generally imagined. Whatever toms of pain in the loins, vertigo, headache,
that the CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, in nix Bitters ; and be sure that a fac simile of than
tends to stagnate will produce sickness, because
terchanged occasionally with his APERIENT John Moffat’s signature is upon the label for it tends to putrefaction ; therefore the necessity loss ofappetite, indigestion, and other marks
FAMILY PILLS, (the best known) which each bottle of bitters or box of pills.
of debility.
COUNSEDLOR AT LAW.
of constant exercise is seen.
are sold with them, will effect immediate re
r^^yy.h.en conMant exercise cannot be used
The remedy is quite innocent, and may
122FAS taken the office in this village lately lief ; and if used but for a fair period of trial OT5 WOIffEV
FROM ANY CAUSE, the occasional use of be administered to all ages and both sexes.
jLJL occupied by J. Bradbury, Esq., and
a perfect cure. This much is placed beyond TVHITWELL’S ORIGINAL OPODEL- Opening MedRine is ABSOLUTELY required. Plain and ample Directions, with a descrip
will promptly attend to such professional bu1 husthe conduits of the Blood, the fountain
a doubt by daily testimonies which would
n,ay now he obtained at
sihess as may be entrusted to bis care.
be given on oath ; and for this much Dr. W. TWENTY-FIVE cents a bottle, which is as of LiiE, are kept free from those impurities tion of the complaint, accompany each
Refer to
EVANS can conscientiously request confi low a rate as the most worthless imitations, which would prevent its steady current minis package, which consists of two boxes, one
Gen. Isaac P.
HodR
Sdon
, , ( BanSor'
tering health. Thus, morbid humors are pre containing an Ointment, and the other the
ogers
dence.
thousands of which are in existence.
The
Hon. Jon.
Other and more conclusive demonstrations original has the certificate of that great and vented from becoming mixed with it. It is na Electuary. Price $1 for both articlesand
ture which is thus assisted through the means
Hon. Sam’l. Butman,
of the efficacy of Dr. Evans’ Camomile learned physician, the lamented Dr. S. L. a.na outlets which she has provided for herself.
, ’ \> Dixmont.
50 cents where but one only is wanted.
, xi x *-»
V A lTjLA.1^ j, JLU^U..
Henry
Butman
Esq..
Preparations and. Aperient Medicines, are Mitchell, late Professor of the New York
n1?, ,?£1NPRETH’S °Kf'iCES in New York
Hom
il
....
H. jJ.'• A
i s nderson
a/ r. rv ¡3 i-PiN , Belfast.
XJCJi Jcl0l.s
%*Prepared from the Original MS. Resubmitted by the Rowing important and ex College of Physicians,—as you wish for cure, are ¿41 BROADWAY, 185 Hudson st. and 276
Hon. Gorham Parks, Portland.
cipe of the late Dr. W. T. Conway, by T.
traordinary cures effected by their highly purchase no other. It is a certain remedy Bowery, between Prince and Houston sts.
Kennebunk, August 8, 1839.
KIDDER, his Immediate Successor and
medicinal qualities—all of which may be it) Sprains. Cramps, Numbness, Chapped
Philadelphia, 8 North Eight Street
Baltimore, 80 South Charles Street.
the Sole Proprietor, which with the other
seen at Dr. Wm. Evans’ Medical office, No. Haiids, Chilblains, Ring-worms, Rheumatism,
Boston, 19 Hanover Street.
•NOTICE*
100, Chatham st. One or two of these he Siiffi Joints, fyc. fyc.
“ Conway Medicinesf is for sale at his
Albany, Corner of Green and Hudson Sts
HE subscriber having contracted with herewith respectfully gives to a discrimina
Counting Room, No. 99, next door to J.
. N. B. Any sold for less than the above
Pittsburg, Pa. 154 Wood street.
the town of Kennebunk, to support ting public.
Kidder’s Drug Store, corner of Court
is
made
for
sale
only,
and
not
for
use.
CzTzczzzi/flZz, JI9 Main street.
the poor of said town for one year, herebyDr. W . EVANS—Sir : Be pleased to receive the
Louisville, Ky. 99 Fourth street.
and Hanover Streets, near Concert Hall,
gives notice, that he has made suitable pro thanks of one w ho has been a great sufferer for sev
St. Louis, Mis. 56 1-2 Market street.
years, for the great benefit she has received from
Boston, for sale also by his special appoint
SeTFWF,
vision for them, and hereby forbids all per eral
JVew Orleans, 3 Old Levee.
the virtues of your inestimable Camomile Fills. She
ment by
Dizziness,
sons harboring or trusting any of the Paupers has suffered with pain and distress in the head, a tight |LpOR Head-ache, Catarrh,
Charleston, 70 Meeting street.
weakness of sight, &c. &c., strongly
SAMUEL JORDAN, Kennebunk.
of said town on his account or on account of ness across the stomach, shortness afbreath, and palpi
Montreal, 63 Notre Dame.
the town, as he will pay no bill for their tation of ihe heart ; exercise would almost overcome recommended by the venerable and respected
SAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk-port.
O’ How to be secure from Counterfeit Pills
her
;
but
since
using
your
Camomile
Tonic
Pills,
her
Dr. Waterhouse, late Professor al Cambridge purporting to be Brandreth's Pills.
support.
ALEX. G. FURNALD.
CHRIS'R LTPTLEF1ELD, Wells.
complaints are removed—she is able to exercise with University.
Never purchase without being positively sure
Kennebunk-port, April 11, 1839.
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IBRANDRETH’S PILLS,

T

Padonng Business.

mi

T

out fatigue ¿md she is happy to say can now enjoy
life comfortably again.
Mrs. C. THORNTON, 84, Third St. N. Y.
W/THTWELL’S BITTERS, the best
NOTICE.
Newark, July 18, 1836-Dear Sir-For 4 years 1
.V
jmd cheapest article of the kind in
FipHE subscribers having contracted with I have been so unwell that I was unable to attend to
A the.town of Kennebunk-port to sup-! I my business, and for the last 4- or 5 months was confin- existence.
The above can only be had in Kennebunk
port the poor of said town for one year from !| ed to my room ; my complaints were rheumatism, pain
s. L. OSBORN.
the 13th of April, 1839, hereby give notice j' in my stomach, indigestion and loss of appetite, with
continual pain and dizziness in my head ; I used differ
September 21,1839.
that they have made suitable provision for ent kinds of medicine without effect, until I commenced
their support, and are ready to fulfil their taking your invaluable Camomile and Aperient Pillscontract in every particular.—All persons are their beneficial effects upon me astonish all who knew
therefore forbid harboring or trusting any of my situation. In a few days 1 shall be at your office
said Paupers on our account, or on account of to express my gratitude to you in person. Jn the
myself your obedient servant
the town of Kennebunk-port, as we will notx mean time I subscribe B.
S, JARVIS, 13. Centre st.
Dr. Wm. Evans.
pay any bills of their contracting, of any name

Manufactory.

that the person selling has an Engraved cer
of betters
tificate of Agency, and [ETobserve it has been Remaining in the Post- Office at Kennebunk,
renewed.; no Certificate being any guarantee
Maine, Sept. 30, 1839.
alter 12 months from date that Pills sold by the
A. B. C. D. E. F. G.
holder are genuine.
J
ACOB BRIDGES, Miss Lucy Bragdon,
Sub-Agents in York County will be supplied
Mrs. Sarah K. Baker,—Capt. Francis
by Mr. John O. Langley, my only Travelling
Chadbourne, Mrs. Hannah Chick,-Capt.
Agent in Maine—or by ordering from my
John Dean, William Darrell, Mark Dresser,
Principal New England Office,
jun., Joshua Day, Mrs. Paulina Dav-Hor
19 Hanover St., 19—BOSTON-

J

SOLD ONLY IN KENNEBUNK BY ace Emery, Seth Emmons, Miss Mercy El
JOHN OSBORN & Co. ;
well, Asa Fairfield, 2,—Samuel Gillpatrick,
In Kennebunk-port, by S. H. Gould ;
James Garland, Rev. Elias MeGregory, Miss
Saco and Biddeford, McIntire & Beck, Susan G. Goodwin.
and Seleucus Adams ;
H. I. J. K. L. M.
or nature whatever.—We deem it proper to
He therefore need only add that his
Lyman, William Huntress;
Miss Sarah Huff,—Paul Junkins, Miss Han
give notice that we have contracted with CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, together with
Alfred, B. F.Chadbourne;
nah T. Jones,—Charles W. Kimball, 2,—C.
Dr. Mitchell to render all necessary medical his
excellent
FAMILY
x_:i.
____
APERIENT
Sanford, Eliot Tibbets ; Caleb S. Emery • & I. Lord, 4. William Lord, 2, Capt. Thom
services to the poor for the year above nam PILLS, can be obtained, wholesale or retail,
Lebanon, Libbey & Wood ;
’ as Lord, Clement A. Lord, Solomon Lothrop,
edJOHN HUTCH INS, 3d.
at No. 100, Chatham st. New York, and of
South Berwick, Parks & Wilson ;
John L. Little, James Larrabee, Obadiah
his authorised agents iin town and country.
FRANCIS BOSTON.
C. W. KIMBALL
rot.,,
„i
i
> ,
...
Berwick, J. S. T. Cushing ;
Littlefield, Elisha Littlefield, Jun., Ebenezer
Kennebunk-port, May 16,1839.
ffl/^The
above
invaluable
medicines
North Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs ;
Littlefield, Mrs. Lucy Littlefield, Miss Ann
be obtained, at the following places, from the ’W/'OULD inform the inhabitants of KenWells, Joseph Wilson ;
V ¥
nebtink and vicinity, that, he has ta
Lowre,—A. McCulloch & Co., James Mitch
AGENTS.
NOTICE.
Wells, Ogunquit, Barak Maxwell, John H ell, Obadiah Moody.
ken the building in Kennebunk adjoining
H
enry
C
ushman
,
P
ortland
,
M
e
.;
HpHE Schooner GRAPE will
Alexander Warren’s, Apothecary, formerly Spear ;
N. q. P. Q. R. s.
»S'. L. Goodale, Saco ;
•
sail irom Perkins’ wharf,
York—Cape Neddick, George M. FreeWilliam C. Odiorne,—Miss Sarah J. Pope,
occupied as a Bake-House, and has fitted it
Kennebunk-port, and from the
Mrs. Mary Jane Parker,—Johnson Rideout,
up m good order for the above nrfmed busi- man ;
D. Remich, Kennebunk ;
in Boston, as a regular Pack
York, Alexander Dennett;
2, James K. Remich, Elias Stevens, Mrs.
I'^toCARRYALLS and LIGHT wagThos. Chase, Jr. North Yarmouth ;
et between Kennebunk-port and Boston,
Abigail W. Smith.
York Corner, Samuel Douglass ;
GONfe, of any style, built to order and war
fe. Bailey, P. M. Freeport ;
and will sail every week from Kennebunk to
Buxton, C. M. Merrill, P. M. ;
ranted.
—ALSO —
T. U. V. W.X. Y. Z.
J. Griffin, Brunswick ;
Boston, or from Boston to Kennebunk, wind
Buxton Corner, Nathan Elden’;
Benjamin F. Thompson, William TarTar
S.
Gardner,
Bowdoinham
;
Chaise
Bepairiog&
Painting,
and weather permitting. For Freight or
box, Miss Elizabeth Tripp,—Charles W.
Limerick, John Sanborn ;
Wm.
Palmer,
P.
M.
Gardiner
;
Passage apply to the store of D. & S. Ward,
done at short notice and on the most reasona
Newfield—Dam’s Mills, Caleb R. Ayer Williams, S. S. Williams, 2,
George
R. G. Lincoln, Hallowell ;
Kennebunk-port, or at the T. in Boston.
ble terms.
— ALSO —
P. M.; West do. J. & S. C. Adams
Wheelwright, Capt. E. G. Wise, Obediali
Alex’r. Hatch, Augusta ;
SLEIGHS, from the Trig Buggy down to
D. & S. WARD.
Parsonsfield, Asa Dolton ; North do., Milo L. Webber, Miss Lucinda Wildes, Mrs. Re
Thos. Faye, P. M. Vassalboro’;
the old fashioned Family Sleigh, constantly J. Goss ; F. & E. H. Newbegin ;
becca Webber, Miss Victoria Wentworth,
J. A. Fuller, Thomaston ;
PMim r oel
on hand, and will be sold as cheap as can be
Cornish, John McLellan ;
Miss Julia Ann Warren, Miss Mary A. Wake
R. B. Caldwqll, East Thomaston ;
HE subscriber has on hand a general as
field.
65 Letters.
Limington, James McArthur;
r
.this State- Various kinds of
Joshua Dillingham, Camden;
LUMBER taken in part payment.
Waterborough, James Leavett:
sortment of PAINTS, OIL & COL
_______________ JAMES OSBORN, P. M.
Thos.
Hodgman,
Warren
;
March 28, 1838.
ORS, recently purchased in Boston for Cash
Hollis, Eben Sawyer ;
DISSOLUTION OF CO-PARTNEK"J. D. Currier, Waldoboro’;
Buxton, T. Bolles";
which be will sell at a small profit for the
SHIP.
Wm.
G.
Rollin,
New-Castle
;
HE Co-partnership, heretofore existing
same pay, or approved credit.
Shapleigh, M. Goodwin ;
J. C. Kimball, Bluehill ;
under the style of Daniel W. Lord
O L. OSBORN has received a large sup- < Acton, Win. Evans.
\
JAMES HUBBARD.
Ambrose H. Abbott, P. M. S. China ;
& Co. has been dissolved.
Kennebunk, March 27, 1839.
j
•
.
Pty
GOODS,
such
as
he
usually
B.
BRANDRETH,
M.
D.
J. Crockett, Norway ;
All persons having unsettled accounts with
deals in, without any mist&ke as to price or
241 Broadway, N. Y.
J. K. Miller, Oldtown ;
May, 1839.
Short SettgeiBentsr&cT
the late firm, are desired to pay the same to
quality, and invites his friendsand customers
Caleb Crafts, Minot ;
Daniel W. Lord, without any delay, he being
"O ER SON'S i
to call and judge for themselves.
(•counts with
Cross, Chandler & Co. New Gloucester ;
(Uf’Coumry Produce received on good (
Viol
aiid
Violin StrmS’S fully authorized to settle the whole business
ip one year’s
Freeman, Shaw & Co. N. China ;
terms.
°
I . —--------- .
s
of said firm.
DANIEL W. LORD,
sted to call
A FRESH lot of Bass Viol and Violin
H. N. Palmer, Belfast.
aild I
JOHN EMERY,
would
him to ,I ^eivfd-lK’»^ bv”6™'
callHesoon
and inform
¿ule, those
that l..indebted
; no,- beto“ enabled
Principal office, 100 Chatham st.,
c ”
’
;
‘
CHARLES'A. LORD,
S. ...
H GOULD.
April 20, 1839.
Npw-York.
Kennebunk-port, October 5, ¡839?
tO
I
•'
NATHANIEL LORD.
to SOil
sell his i^ronrlft!
Goods nt
at n-nhaon
a cheap mtn
rate.
Tr
,
D. REMICH.
Goff’s Mill Tannery, ?
Kennebunk, Sept. 21, 1839.
Kennebunk, Sept. II, 1839.
Sept. 27, 1839. $

.
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T
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